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6 MINUTES OF THE CONVENTION OF 1
; 1

Dr. 8. Stewart, of Thames ville, then read 
Method for Disposal of the Dead ”

In theNaUe

a pi^per on “ Cremation
1 think it ou 

■of purifying sew 
Icity for polluting 

■into the bay, whi 
■carry pollution tc 

am very glad I 
p^uprgss our j
hewage^urificatid
F° prepare the sqi 
bur jrcople. It 1
Contaminated with 
ihat they thrive in 

at any, though pe

as a

nee of P. D. McKellar, Esquire, Chatham, County 
egistrar of tent, Dr. H. E. Vaux, read the paper of H. J. Bowman,

C.E., on " The Economy and Utility of the Separate Sewerage 
System.” ' * 6

Mr. McKellar, thereafter read his paper Ion \“Sewei 
Disposal of Sewage.” J

Dr. Bryce, thereafter announced]
the day, the Local Committee having made arrangeants for the 
Association to make an excursion to tV Rondeau ii/the afternoon.

Dr. Macdonald, Hamilton, opening the discussion} said : I think 
the discussions bn these papers need not be lon^ as the papers have 
been very clear. I think the Committee did well

and

change in the pi ime for

to take up the
important subject of sewerage and sewage disposal at the beginning 
of the sessions.

Dr. Coventry1, 
Ihink I shall troubl 

I have gone on reco 
Nject. I would r 

pKussion of this qi 
Chatham. I have f 

ongratulated upon i 
bility with which i 

od by a small systen 

16 town tor filtratioi
itematiq, method of

I would desire to express the appreciation of the Association for 
the paper read by our friend from the United States, Col. Bishop 
I was very much gratified at the paper from beginning to end. I 

was especially pleased at what be said with regard to Buffalo, I 

suppose on account of its proximity to Hamilton, the town from 
which I come. It may be remembered that at our meeting at Niagara 
Falls, we were told some things about Buffalo, among other things t^t 
sewage from that city was dumped into the Niagara river, and wu 
allowed to go down the river anywhere without filtration, and that 
it was polluting the water supply of. Niagara Falls town, 
of drinking water polluted yith sewage from Buflalo, 
pleasant. I did not drink any during our stày there. The officer who 

came to our meeting from Buffalo, Dr. Vanderburgh, said to 
many things about the condition of the river water, told us that the 
condition of the water would be the same as far as the city of Buflalo 
was concerned, and that if Niagara Falls wanted pure water they 
would have to get underground water. We all want pure drinking 
water. I was glad to hear the last paper read, and to know that 
good water might easily be obtained, and without any great expense] 
and have it pure as well.

ouse drains into thi 
Motion.
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> 8 MINUTES OF THE CONVENTION OF

<^her towns are getting. I am sorry the other gentlemen who 

to read papers are not present so that we might have been able to 
discuss their papers also. I might say regarding the doubt as to the 
utility of the separate sewerage system that I have never heard of | 
town where it failed, and I have had a long experience.

Dr. Vaux, Brockville, said : I represent one of the towns where 
the separate sewerage system has been adopted. A few 
we were confronted with the same difficulties which Chatham has it 
this time. After consulting many engineers experienced in sanitary 
matters, we finally decided on the separate sewerage system. We 
have an intercepting sewer which skirts along the town, gradually 
ning back through the town ending in local sewers about nine inch* 
in diameter. *The tiles for cellar water are laid in the same trench# 11 

the sewer tiles. I think it of the very greatest importance that y<a 
get your contractor to put in your service pipes to the houses at tht 
same time as the sewers are laid. Our greatest source of troubb 
was trying to put them in aft* to the street line at the expense 
the property owners. Our flush tanks are situated in large manwla 
The tanks can be emptied

/
choked. I thii 
would prevent i 

Mr. Macdoi

were

sewer 1
I Dr. Vaux :

Dr. Bryce si 
I of the papers an 

I cost of good res i 

I undertake work i 

piper by Mr. Boi 
I day from 

Berlin, which hai 

would be the cost 

opportunity of 

neighboring town 

of separate

years ago

run-
exper

se

sewers 
[matter, we may aq 

lation. We knowor twice a day as necessary. Wi 
have not allowed any connections to be made to the sewers without 

the plans of the sewers being filed with the engineer of the tov^l 
and so drawn as to meet with the approval of the engineer and tbl 
health officer. Any one coming to the town and desiring to purchwH8'0011 feet lon8 whi

only fifteen inch 
H draina. and is t<
<25,000 for a mile ol

could dispose of its 

field as Mr. Bowmai

once
population of 15^ 

ns assume that Ol 
[People. We hav<

a residence, may by this means be rendered valuable service id 
saved expense by going to the town engineer and finding by * 
plane filed there the diagram of drains, form of the closet, etc. II 
do not know whether there are any other points which anyoftbj 

gentlemen would like to ask regarding 
regarding our method of disposal of garbage that we have it plo 
in in large longitudinal furrows.

system. I might ajour
'wage to the farm, 
>7 one going to Bei 

Per lot, you c 
ewers would cost e 
principle of local ass< 

We have heard in 

pwagi- at the farm. 
,w»ge farm, the Lo

Feet
Mr. Macdodoall asked : Did you say that the agricultural 

fill up with sand t

•V Dr. Vaux : We have had some instances where the agricall 
tiles fill up. We found one instance wherein hotel oorks had

iwn into the small well in the cellar and caused the tile to
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=h.M. I think a email screen placed over

would prevent thia difficulty.
Mr. Macdouoall : How

the mouth of the well

do r°u dispose of the
sewer 1

Dr. Vaux : It
contents of the

36.
1.

eventually goes into riîe towns where ver.
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,,t„m.Lh. lJV from experience for £ £ £ * k°°” «—for ^

tance that joe 0U K the cost to any town Mr M i ew< rage, whathouses at thel °Pportunity »f seeing this system last^ut ^ 8nd œ78elf^d an 

arce of trouble* De,ghborin8 town of Waterloo has begun Sm°® that time the
he expense Æ °f "eparete 8ewer*- If we were to mak " C°n8trUCtlon of B astern 

arge mania* matter--"e m»7 assume that the town of ChT,CaVefereDCe in *hia

We know the town of Oh ru ham ^ 15>000'
Ipopulatioa of 15.000. and it pro^f ̂  ^

“ a;8Ume ^ 0h»tham must dispose of tins____
^Ple. We have seen in Mr Z S6Wag6 °f 15'000
8,000 fect long which will not have to H *" 8 that * 8ewer
be only fifteen inches in diama*. . 7 8ub'8oil water needs to

«>11 drains, and is Jcost $10 m Tt 1“ ** °f * C°Urae 8ub"

125,000 for a mile of sewerageSuch.rT *° '*>'*' *20,000 or
8°*«P1» Monel), which Ch.th.rn

«Mr.B.wmm.h^Zdt0‘r***
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wage at the farm. He has f h dnnkm« of filtered
*a«* farm, the London L Il f ” 10 ^ *""*"*•

8 farm, etc. I think the town of

ced in sanitary

I
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10 MINUTES OF THE CONVENTION OF

Chatham may well afford to discuss the plan of sanitary sewers, and
may undertake the work in another way than that adopted at Dn. 
sent. r

Tti

Dr. Macdonah 
liscussion of Dr. I 
►«posai of the D 
16 meeting, in jual

Dr. Cameron, said : I am glad to hear that the town of Chatham 
is proposing to adopt a system of sewerage, and I hope one will be 
decided on which will best serve the interests of the town.

Mr. Macdouoall said : It is gratifying to hear papers read by 
gentlemen who are closely allied with us in our work, who can hardly 
be called professional writers, and yet, by their thoughtful consider- 

ation of the subjects they write upon, make it clear that they are in 
close touch with the important movements of sanitary science. Such 
a paper is thç one we have listened to with so much interest and 
pleasure from Colonel Bishop. The reader has a comprehensive I 
knowledge of his subject, and he brings forcibly before us the import 
ant differences between garbage and refuse. Refuse, if free from 
organic matter, such as household garbage, can be readily deposited in I 
' aca,,t> low lande, without being a menace to the public health. 1 
The practice of dumping garbage and refuse into lands likely to be I 
built upon should be discouraged and forbidden by the Provincial | 

Board. Decomposition sets in and is arrested in these dump, 
thorough decomposition does not take place. I need not say much on 
this as it has been discussed at former meetings.

The destruction of garbage by fire is being carried out successfully 
in Toronto, and at a moderate cost. The experience of other cities, 
especially Chicago, will do much to advance this effectual method 
of destroying noxious matter. I need not refer to the other papers 
1 am sorry Mr. Bowman was not present to give us information os 
his work. Dr. Bryce and myself visited his sewage farm at Berlin 
last November. The effluent from the

iver.

J. B. Rankin, 1 
lot read.

Dr. Cassidy, To 
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k*ro to putting wate 

r ,e Save water ju 
►fleet all the odds and 
ld Pl*ce around an ol< 
It is shown from the 

Health,

a sai

s<

sewer was strongly, impreg
nated with tailings from the gas works which emitted a powerfsl 
odor of gas, but on watching, we noticed the effluent from the filter 
beds was clear and free from smell. Mr. Bowman informed us hi 
has also been able to purify the refuse from the tanneries, one of tin I 
moot difficult things to do.

an#d of the p 
•«wage disp 
were not th< 

Uj through want of p,

fr- Macdonald, sai 
“ble hav® filtratior 
m the *»ter draine

In their
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12 MINUTES OF THE CONVENTION OF TI

Dr. Oassiot, said : At Mimico Asylum, where the government 
has tried to dispose of the sewage, I find on discussing the rmitter

• <

jThe Associati
■prayer by the Rei 

■were delivered as 1 
■the corporation ; P 

■Samuel Glenn, Che 
■E. Hall, as Preside 

Dr. Macdonald 
■briefly returning tl 
iieese» and courtes» 

Mr. Chairman, I 
ko the addresses of ^ 
►ho have spoken aft 
It seeing the Board 
Association has been 

Your town ha 
Irge supply. The \ 
[ou have soma

with Dr. Murphy that the difficulty is not the removing, the filth so 
the removing of the laundzy water. It is not very hard by 

filtration to get a fairly clear effluent, but where we have to run 
laundry water, it is found that shortly a scum will- rise and cause 
an unpleasant smell.

In the London case where there is machinery to separate and mii 
the sewage, the discharge of the laundry water is found possible.

It did not seem possible for us to endf-av 
sewage at Long Branch by filtration on a fan 
best way woujd be to remove all the matter to a reasonable distance

At 12.45 the Association adjourned.

much as

or to dispose of our 
m, so we decided the

No afternoon session was held, the Local Cbmmittee having 
arranged to take the Association to Rondeau, a trip of some twenty 
miles, by the Erie <fc Huron Railway. The train left the Cansdiu 
Pacific Railway at two p.m., arriving at the lake about three o’clock i 
There were many expressions of admiration, as this was the first time 
many of the members and visitors had seen the Eau. A number ef 
representative citizens accompanied the Association ; among othml 
were Mr. Glenn, Ohaihnan of the Local Board of Hnlth of Chsthsal 
and Dr. Hall, M.H.O. ) *

After generous entertainment and amusement the train left tkj 
Eau at about five-forty, reaching Chatham at seven, when the ce» I 
mony of unveiling the beautiful drinking fountain, presented by thl 
city W. C. T. U., to the corporation, and erected (bn the marte I

reasoi 
I * plentiful supply 

P greater y entity th 
I We hare just retu 

fondeau. I have grt 
H trMt the papers r

square, was performed with due formality. There were on the plst-j 
form, besides the President and members of the W. O. T. U, tk 
various olergym^sr'B| the town, several aldermen and others lk 
unveiling was performed by Pj^CI. Darr ; the address of présentât# 
was read by Mrs. Sowerby, President ; the address ip' reply vs 
delivered by.Mayor Smyth; Rev. R. MoCosh offered prayer; Dil 
Bryce delivered an address, followed by His Honor Judge Wooà 
Rev. Mr. Murphy offered prayer, and the band closed the cercmonj 

by playing the doxology. /
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In the cen
Address of Welcome of the Council, 

By Henry Smyth, Mayor.

I climate is in th 
I nor too hot in 
I robust, and I p 
I denote that sicl 
I counties of Cam 
I and ague abounc 
I of its extraordim 
I drained, these di 
1 exceptionally hee 

Our lands be; 
1 after years of he 
I inma of money, b 
■ realizing that win 
I cultural lands in ( 
I reaping the harvee 

But as this w< 
I note of alarm was 
[oar winters here h 

winter's sleighing e 
ii diminished until 

[recurrence and long 
Has this

Mr. Prenaient, Memlmrs of the Association of Executive Health Office 
of Ontario :

Gentlemen :—It affords me extreme pleasure on behalf of o* 
citizens to welcome you to Chatham, situate in the midst of as 6«| 
an agricultural section as the sun shines on, and truly named “jd 
Garden of Canada.” Grand, I may say and boundless in tiel 

extent and variety of its agricultural resources and its adaptabilmj 
for the production of almost every class of fruit, its horticultural 
bounty has kept pace with its agricultural until its orchard! ««J 
vineyards aboundSith the apple, the pear, the peach, the plum id| 
the grape, and memory is lost in the effort to particularize the ail 

less variety of small fruits with which our gardens are overwhelm#» 
This, too, ia historical ground. Here it is, within a stone tirai 

of where we now are, that that great ally of the British in the virÆ 
1812-13, Tecumseh, proposed to General Proctor to make s sidfl 
agAinst General Harrisoti^

Upon yonder delightful spot, formed by the junction of Metis! 
gor’s Creek with the Thames, which is now our highly valued ifl 

delightful 11 Tecumseh Park,” the great Tecumseh, after 
tion of the ground, decided that upon that spot he would alt 
defeat Harrison or there lay his bones.

With this spot he was charmed. According to an faistoriaa I 
exclaimed : "This is grand; the spot is delightful ; when I looki 
the two streams they remind me of the Wabash and the Tippecua 

Perhaps no better position could have been chosen for meeting! 
enemy than this place presented. The result has been told; I 
Thames is consecrated for ever by the bones of the illustrious 8m 
noe statesman," warrior and patriot which repose upon its bank I 

We have recognized our obligation to this great man sod hi 

perpetuated his memory by naming the spot upon which he ike 
have defeated General Harrison, “ Tecumseh Park ” and then J 

long, we hope to see his monument. 1
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with most efficient nurses, has done and is doing a great and good
work. What a comfort to the medical practitioner ! What a blessing 
to the rich and those who are able to pay, and what a haven to the 
sick and needy stranger who is brought within our gates.

I authorities, n 
I threats, they 
I was evoked bj 
I be performed.

We are so 
I error is very f 
I as clear as post 
I our residence r 
I the evil and hi 
I by it, our cusl 
I almost sure to i 

The people i 
I little change of 
I or an imperfect i 
I able tendency wi 
I able them to sub 
I them to change ( 

The structure 
I obstruction to sai 

In many of o 
I M they were laid 
I they were built b

A town placée 
I like some settled i 

I reform.

" e see houses 
I live drains conduct 
I *go ; there is the si 

past and it is not 
I trouble. If there 

visible to us, it i, tl 
•host' who have kno 
into ways conducive 

It will not do it 
•How indefinite free,

St Joseph’s Hospital, also situate on the banks of the Thamei. 
erected in 1890, is doing a noble work. Conducted by Sisters of 
Charity, their work is indeed a noble one. The nurses of the sick, 
the comforters of the sorrowful. Unwearied in their work of mercy, 
in a spirit of thankfulness they accept their lot, turning its vtq 
bitterness into joy by gratefully receiving the many pleasures «till 
vouchsafed to them ; for it m a happy world, in spite of all its trials, 
to those who look aright for happiness?

Our Sisters find it and bestow it. How many bless their name! I 
How many have reason to love the memory of these unobtrusive I 
women, the type of a class—the true, simple, earnest, brave, holy I 
Sisters of Charity 1

We leave also a House of Refuge, erected ten yean ago, in whict 
many a poor old man and woman, left to the cold charity of the 
world, have found the comforts of a home, sustained and nourished 
with the knowledge that they would not be permitted to want in thee I 
last days. This institution is managed by a committee of phil*». 
thropic ladies who devote a great deal of time and labor to the work; 
the town wisely making them a yearly grant and leaving the admin» I 
tration of its affairs entirely in their hands. It is conducted on the I 
strictest business principles and methods, and the ladies of the Home I 
have earned the gratitude of every ratepayer of the town for thé I 
unceasing and unwearied efforts.

Board) of Health.—If one may judge from the good work that ■ I 
being done by our Local Board of Health, the good that your I 

Association is doing is of immeasurable benefit
We have had evidence recently that its hand was as bold total 

cute as its mind was quick to conceive, and although those who n»l 
* rowl7 Mt that they were alone affected by the determination of tkfl

i

(
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• Clty 0r tow*’ he muet accommodating or he will not be endurable 
Tins seem, fully to constitute a right of the enlightened and rational 
to see that plans are adopted for the good of the whole and that they are
duly enforced, where, from ignorance or indifference, there is any 
disposition to shirk them.

It is, in short, the basis of the idea of a police, a force design,d 
for the support, not of a selfish despotism but of an authority inspired I 
by views of general benefit and which ha. no other purpose than to
make individual, act, or refrain from acting, as is best for the enti* 
public.

Addbsi\

B

y" Executive
Ukntlbmbn 

pf Chatham desir 
the town of Cha 
lor 1894. / 

Recognizing tl 
» meeting and I 
litizens of the Pr<

On this theory, and under law it is clearly allowable to take 
strong measures for the enforcement of the rules of health 
the people. .

I note with pleasure that paper, will bo read to-morrow uponth, 
importance of waterworks for towns and village, and upon artesiu —ion • ,
7" Thw W" "« quit, opportune, in ,ie. of the M T“

thet gruppling wilh th, ,wtioa 0, . „„Mr , -n|1 fcBT™

eource whence it muy be derived, end I tenet, while you upon lbl“*PMr” 
topio tb. eubjeot of th. modem method, of Bltrution ».

■étions of Chatham

our

among

avean important 
■hich force them»

upon.
We have.an abundance of water in the very centre of our town,., 

which the eye. of many are being turned a. the source to which we 
will be compelled to resort. But what will the Provincial Bocrddi 
Health have to say u,>on the subject 1 And will we be permitted l»| 
give our people river wate^ when recourse to other and purer 
are not impracticable t

Again Mr. President and Gentlemen on behalf of our citiieni I 
welcome you to our town. I trust that your ninth annual meeting 
will be both pleasant and profitable, and that you will take with 70s j 
to your homes enduring favorable impressions of 

" people.
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By W. R, Hall, M. L>., President.

Mr. President and Member» 0/ the Association of 
Officers of Ontario :

Executive //M|

Gentlemen : The physicians of Chatham hail
your great mission of sanitary education, and trust that your ga,
mg here will be productive of much local as well as gLral sani 
advantage.

your advent

e believe that the meetings of this Association do good 
educating the people as well as the profession, and since in this 
country the state only represents the people, we hold that thepro 
mode of initiating sanitary reforms-on that larger scale which „ 
successful, must be carried out 
a conviction of their

^ the state—is by first establi 
necessity in the minds of the general

all political and executive power 
It is estimated that M.000 deaths take
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'' that ultimate fountain of
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. oncourage sanitary investigation by liberal ii|
Municipalities ought to spend more than they do in 

medicine, thus saving the people from misery, 
death, and also rendering more 
ing life.

prevent
expense and premati 

endurable, lengthening and besotii

T
The medical profession of Chatham-of the whole world-ri 

above sordid considerations and they are more pleased than anvoti 
class, with the progress of sanitary achievement.

Tb. profession de.1, with th. problem of life „„d derth. I 
Uttle f„, their live. .nd «rive to g„.rd from the betefol pom, 
death, dear ones entrusted to oür care.
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>

Dr. Bryce : I have endeavored to arrange the papers so that they 
would fall into groups, and have placed the names of members on the 
programme to discuss the various subjects with^ich I thought they 
were most familiar, l&t we could hardly ask Dr. Sheard and Mr 
Chipman to limit the discussion to the papers read as they were not 
here at the time of reading.

the fact, and 
called breathe; 
space comiyun 
good arrangera 
the shop front 
I think the act 
pipe extension 
sometimes, thoi 
with the pipe, t 
herewith.

Dr. Sheard : With reference to ventilation Dr. McKeough has 

touched upon the Smead Dowd system. I know that in 
schools in

... many
Toronto in which this system is.in operation the ventilât-

of the furnace flue, which is hardly possi
ble to do if there is much moisture in the air, nor when the fire in 
the furnace is allowed to get low. I think in all cases it should be 
insisted upon that the furnace flue and. ventilating shaft be supplied 
with separate means of heating so as to get a more perfect current of

ing flue is heated by means

Regarding n 
marks of Mr. E 
school children’s 
lighting of the s< 
careful examinâtair.

In the Shirley Street school m Toronto there has been added sn 
automatic tip tank to flush the excreta into the sewer, and which is 
a valuable addition, as it does away with the foul collections remain- 
ing for many months under the school room, foul air fi 
reach the school room, as the' bricks on the fl<

valuable in prevt 
value to have the 
physical conditio 
vision and the rru 
On the whole, ho 
cation

m w hich will 
f the chamber

become polluted by deposits between them and do not remain porous 
the original intention. As to the drawing in of cold air 

above the hot air, as is done in many rooms where the system ii 
adopted, it appears to me to be contrary to physical law and difficult 
to make work ; the hot air will naturally ascend and it cannot be 
prevented. I am of opinion that water closets should be separate I 
from school buildings. They could be placed in an adjacent building 
properly covered over with a shed and connected, if necessary, by | 

means of a covered passage, which would afford 
inclement weather.

ss being, 
system which wasas was

Mr. W. Chips

in the great quei 
interest and value.

I matters of sanilhti
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This may h, 
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a protection ii

r As to the operation of the breather or fresh air inlet to the drain, 

I think its value may be questioned. I am convinced that thefndl 
air inlet frequently operates as a foul air outlet, and if anyone will 
take the trouble to examine on a frosty mornipg any number of that 
so-called breathers, I think ht will be convinced that such s I
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gent, scientific study to the question. As an eisrople of this, it may 
be stated that in New England a small town of 30,000 inhabitants 
has expended over $9,000 in engineering work and scientific 
research before expending a dollar on sewer construction. This mav 
be an exceptional case, but it indicates the trend of public opinion.
For every dollar spent on engineering, the city will reap ten dollars 
reward. *•

In Ontario the

The use of 
breaks uji any 
distributed wit 

During last 
satisfactory ma 
in the winter m 
made by the rip 

These mistal 
may con 

the future be

necessity of sewage purification is not the rule 
but when required there is no excuse for not doing the work pro’ 
perly. The process of sewage purification is and we

well understood by 
sanitary engineers and bacteriologists, and the taxpayers who retd 
are following. We are living in a democratic country and must, in 
all our studies 'of sanitary reform, take the taxpayer into consider
ation, and into our confidence, otherwise our schemes must fail.

I° 1892 BerIin- 0nt-» upon the advice of Mr. H. J. Bowman, 
Town Engineer, adopted broad irrigation for the treatment of it* 

sewage. As copsuiting and designing engineer on this work, my 
observations, after two seasons’ experience with the farm, may be of
interest to the Association. In general the farm -has been 
when

now
coi

If the results 
I causes are to be 1 

ing the advice of 
I (o management.

The town of 1 
ing its sewage, wit 
M in Berlin.

The lessons to 

i|f, Make a th 

experts.

a success,
we take into consideration the fact that the soil of the tract 

selected is unfavorable, and^hat it was the first attempt at broad 
irrigation. To 
different

aid of
save expense, the Town Council did not grade the ' 

recommended by the engineer, the surface slopes 
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Dr. Coventry : The discussion this morning seems to have been 
largely upon the SmeadDowd system of heating and ventilation, 
desire to say I recently visiteij the headquarters of the SmeatfDowd 
Company at Toledo with a view to inspecting this system.

We had a system of heating and ventilation in one of

attained till 
the health au 
should be ma
ment of the d 
will we• i a . o our schools

similar to the Smead Dowd system, but through the carelessness of
we soon had to make repairs. Wanting to learn any new 

system I went to the'proprietors of the Smead-Dowd Company. I 
^ found they were usigg a flush tank and seemed very anxious to put 

one in for us. The janitors, as a rule, whi attend furnaces are either 

incompetent or not well informed. Often the fault is not in the 
system but the way it is managed. In one system they put in about 
a ton of slack in with the coal, this keeping at a moderate heat «Z 
being much cheaper, the cost being about $1.10 freight a ton. This 
of course cheapens the fuel. The furnace is constructed with a hole 
about four and a half feet from the ground where the coal is thrown 
tn. The fresh air comes in through an opening and the current I 

which is fed from above

get gt 
was mui

McKeough. 
education. I 
teacher is 
high pressure 
He also is 
quarters.

I picked uf 
which illustratei 
study to keep uj 
think more chii< 
moderate. »

Isomeone

not

» I

complete combustion, and no smoke 
from the chimney after the fires were started. If you look 

into the furnace youVill see it is burning coke. I think this system 
is a very great improvement and together with the flushing system 
does away with the ordinary plumber who is a luxury.

en adopted a self feeding furnace. It 
from a small hole in its floor when 

the air is also admitted, with' the result that it goes on feeding itself 
the current o^cold air from above meeting the hot air, changing the I 

smoke into gas and thus leaving no smoke to be emitted from the j 
chimney.
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subject.

Dr. Bryce rea 
tuberculosis in Or 
^rd of Health, 
discussion of this 

They were as f

In one system there has
is so constructed that it is fi

Broposit 

Bv Commit™They strongly, recommend, where large schools are built, tk 
use of a fan at the fresh air inlet. The fan can onlf be used when 
in reach of electrical current or where To the Chata steam engine is used 11 
motive power. Throe or four horse-power is ample for a twelvemos j 
building supplying a maximum ventilation.
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discussi

The matter of medical inspection has long seemed to me coed 
great importance and 1 think the change we all desire will not hi w»s in
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the Association of Executive -Health OEcers of Ontario. 
Committee begs to present the following report, containing 
of propositions :

Prop. 1. That the prevalence of tuberculosis in Ontario, both in 
and cattle, calls for the active interference o^ all authoritiesAo 
a are delegated the protection of the public health.

Your 
a series

placing tubei 
ficàtion in th 
diseases.

Prop. 8.~ 
informing L<x 
of the régulât 
Local Boards, 
most of which

4
\men

/ whom

Prop. 2.—That the prevalence of the disease depends (a) upon 
the direct inoculation with thebacillus or germ of tuberculosis>and 
(/>) upon causes which either the resistance to the oontagiua
of the disease, or which increase the danger of inoculation by in 
creased exposure to the germs of tuberculosis.

fl) The Coca, 
*ml age of every j 
all physicians and 
of tulwrculoais wi 
purposes ; and no 

will^ny surve 
the perron resides 
not visit the prem 
Physician not to d„ 
<>f instructions and 
the disease to other

Prop. 8.—That Boards of Health therefore called upon to 
investigate and remedy, to the greatest extent within their power, 
such insanitary conditions, whether municipal, domestic or individual, 
as are now known to promote the disease.

are
nor

Prop. 4.—That inasmuch as inoculation with the bacilli of tuber- 
culosis is direct (i. by their inhalation into respiratory tract, « 
dust) or indirect (/. «., by being taken into the body with food or 
drink) the sanitary measures to be taken for its prevention fl&t 
extend to the lessening of infection, whether its source be infected 
persons, houses and articles exposed to infection, or infected

12) Whenever t 
con.utnption in hot. 
the Board will ,nip< 
culam of informatioi 
of the diseang' r 
with the end of deeti

Wh.
cattle,

the places occupied by them and the food and milk obtained from 
them.

18) In workroomi
*ml "here, owing to 
there i* danger of th< 
ni*v deal with them* 

«) In til

Prop. 5.—That the first step to lessen the spread of infection 
from persons tuberculized, depends, so far as health authorities are 
concerned, upon the notification by persons, householders and physi
cians of existing cases of the disease.

Prop. 6.—That with this end in view physicians and health offi- 

are everywhere *d vised to take advantage of the facilities sop 
plied by the Provincial Board of Health for an examination of the 
•putum of any suspected cases of the disease.

Prop. 7. That to the end of accomplishing these results it is 
expedient in the public interest that the Provincial Boaid of Health 
does, by resolution, recommend that an Order in Council be paetd j

cues w]
2lled by » t'lberouli 
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Prop. 9:—That in view of the fact that the: are on an average 
in the older settled counties of the Province 50,000 inhabitants, 

exclusive of the large cities, and that there is an average of 50 deaths 

a year in each from consumption, or probably a hundred cases of the 

disease in any county at a given time, it 

any scheme for effectively dealing with this disease, that one or more

h>r. Mitch 
tion has been i 
l wish to mak< 
the nail on the 
cattle by veteri

seems a necessary part of »re smuggled of
practical ex peril 
her of“ Homes for Consumptives ” be established within the Province, 

either by the Provincial Government or by a number of counties 

combining together for the purpose. It will be seen that such a 

scheme would not be impracticable when it is remembered that there 

were in 1892, 4,231 inmates of our provincial asylums.

All of which is respectfully submitted,
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Dr- Coventry 

often dissemin

Dr. Cameron, Owen Sound : You know through my 
views on the subject. I think this Association ought to take some 
action in the matter.

Dr. Shkard ; I think the general draft of the propositions 
submitted very satisfactory. Every health officer knows what diffi
culty there is in getting 
that should not deter us from making further advancement One 
recommendation I should like to see, and that is the notification by 
veterinary surgeons of infection in cattle. We know how objects* 
able it is to get milk from a herd where there is a tuberculous cow 
And the proprietor very often tries to cover the fact by mixing tbs 
milk of the one diseased cow with that from the other cows. Then- 
fore I think it an advisable thing to have the veterinary surgeons I 
report all cases they come across in their practice It is difficult to 
make an inspection of a wide stretch of country and I would then-1 

fore recommend that this be added to the reoominondations.
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ou*ht to be a broad matter and should reach out and include the 
Dominion. If we include one municipality and not another 

pressure on one and not on the adjoining

sumption wet 
controlling ca 
notification w 
time make pr< 

Mr. Alan . 
«an Well Supj

The Associi

we put
I do not say this u 

an objection to the proposition. 1 think a circular informing the 
laity as well as the profession should be issued in order that 
laying down any rules the public should be better educated

one.

before
on the

question. As it is a matter of discussion amongst physicians whether 
those who take tuber miosis do so only through heredity or whether 
any one might take it, in moving along lines to obviate such dits 
culties of opinion, I think the public should be educated up to the
subject and that thus we shall make the measures we take practicil 
and successful

Dr.jBRYce said : I would suggest that a resolution be adopted to 
the effect that it is the view of this Association that the time has cos, 

when, fiom the cases of tuberculosis as shown by the mortality from I 
consumption and by the methods of dissemination of the dises» 1 

having become familiar to the profession, should 
tion calling upon the Provincial Board of Health
towards giving these views effect. The subject is such a broad one 
that we are inclined to h

PovSth S

The Session 

Dr. J. A. M< 
I works for Towns 

Discussion on 
I took place.

Mr. Ciiipjjan

hesitate to take positive legal steps for restrict ■city with1'6 

ing the disease. We kndv of the system taken tklimit the sprdl *e will h# li 
of other contagious diseases. We know that many who live viti fl h*d which will^
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paperi 
a waten

consumptives do not take it, but the aggregate shows that many cue
occur and many deaths, and we as an Association must take a pos- 
tive position in this matter. Scarlet fever was once discussed in tk, 
courts as to whether it was a contagious disease, but we are now lonil 
past that stage. We know that consumption is contagiousitinow

of thewe ought to take measures to prevent its spread.

Referring to the countries and places where action has 
either by notification or other initial measures, he said : Pena 
vania, has passed a resolution asking that governmental hoi 
for consumptives be established. Michigan has passed a positii 
resolution requiring notification of consumption to Boards of Heski 
The Michigan State Board has done much missionary sanitary wort 
but it is somewhat defective

e u

n su
in executive power. I think if

3
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I

to receive consideration. Have we as medical health oEcers and 
civil engineers given this matter enough attention ? I think a per. 

fectly constructed filter free from frost a most desirable thing and one 
which is worth considering by the people oj Chatham.

There is no 
Ihoroughly, but i

Dr. Coventr 
lillages and whici

Mr. Chipman : I might say regarding the supply at Bârrie that 

the supply is to day as great as it ever wâs, though I believe that 
water kept in vessels' fpr some time causes them to become dii- 
colored. Any place where I have put in an artesian water supply 
system, in none has the supply diminished. Mr. Macdougall has 

stated in his paper that an artesian well supply is problematical. I 
dissent from this opinion if he means that there is

Iven the largest t
lot made much pi 
^ple supply of v 

faring it as a pri 

16 People of Chi 
(finitely, J myse

pre water in Wii 
Itered water. Na

_ t l with animal
Germany, I believe, is the country where they ■.than, should trv 

have carried out filtration with most success. But even there, they ™ 
have not been able to filter out all the bacteria. If the waters 
contaminated with typhoid or cholera g^rms, if polluted to any 
extent, there will be some which will not completely be filtered, h 
Berlin and other places it has been recommended that a return be 
made to undergroumKwater. Altona takes 
burg from the Elbe, but also takes Hambur

a mystery aboet
the supply, but if he means that the work really requires study I 
agree with him.

Mr. Mackenzie

filter from 
teria but

a poll 
not w 

model filter, i 
'«mes water over j 
*mes water. The 
>ple do not drink i 
1 ^'nd, and it i,
1 anything else, c«

;ea

|ts water below Him-
sewage

The fact that during the Hamburg cholera epidemic the suburb 
Altona, escaped with very few cases has been held up as showing the 
remarkable benefits arising from filtration of 
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months later Altona wu
visited by a second outbreak of cholera in which there 
a thousand cases, and which upon investigation by Professor Kocb 
proved to be due to certain of the filters being out of order.

The outbreak at Nietleben Asylum near Halle, is another 
example of the dangers of filtration. That outbreak, which *a 
explosive in character, was due to failures in the filtration of tb^Dr. Coventry 
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Dr. BfiAY : How could one account for an artesian supply beinj 
clear one day,and murky the next in some wells near St. Clair?

1 should like to know whether there

given to undi 
from the wells, 
source.

Dr. CamgR( 
to obtain a sup

Mr. Ma Leo j

was a stream of wat#
running between the two lakes. I have been led to think 
Mr. Ohipman has said regarding the Goderich wells stoppin 
one day, I think we ought to have some information on th 
from some of the gentlemen.

so. Ai

Dr. Hall :
I wise for me to 
I Medical Health 
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There is a great di 
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river Thames, but

Mr. Chipman : I think 
of the water and the

one ought to explain the changs 
reason why it ceased flowing.

Dr. Cassidy : I think some of the Chatham people ought 
supply information regarding their system.

Mr. Vallkau, Manager of the Water Works Company said: 
got a supply at diflerent points but it was so charged with quiet 
sand we had to abandon that source. Other wells were bored. It 
fire engine was taken out some distance from Chatham and we fou 
a supply in such a quantity that the lot and road v*a flooded. Iti 

in February, 1892. They had a reservoir built should thetj 

overflow. In June and July of that year we reached the extent J 
pumping capacity and the water decreased till nothing mod 

could be got. We dug two other wells and connected thirn with] 
channel, but could not get a supply. In August we thought s l«rJ 

well might give us sufficient. Westarted to dig the well in OetoJ 
The well has decreased month by month, foot by foot, till it wuh| 
about 20 to 30 below the surface. Additional wells were put 
but water cannot be increased beyond 150,000 ito 160,000 g 

pumping continually. We can only put on half the power old 
pump without getting muddy water. The Company think itfolljB 
go any further, as they have expended all the money and not got ll 

water as a supply. An additional supply must be got, but wheel 
obtain it will be a question for the future.

Mr. Malcolmson, Chairman of Water Committee of Vodd^|

I cannot add anything of value to what has already been aid. 
have investigated and found that wells which have run for 
have decreased. Wells on the Canadian Pacific Railway ui 
sources of supply for locomotives have had like failure. We
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Dr. Hutchinson : There are three other towns besides London I think some ac
polluting the Thames, and I think the theory of oxidization is doubt- ■ in c»sea of this ]
ful. to be kept con t

Dr. Cam F bon : If I were a citizen of Chatham 1 should not like Jexjiosed to conta 
to' drink Thames water. I should recommend the town to have Br. Cassidy 

Mackenzie in br»

Dr. Chamberlain : I should think the Thames water might be penologists of Fri
iboratory. -fhe

water direct from lake Erie.

made all right by boiling.
Mr. Chipman : I think the wholesale boiling of water would be 

something new in engineering.
Dr. Coventry : Boiling of water has not yet been practised ill 

schools and children drink a great deal of water.
The discussion on waterworks and artesian wells was then cloeedj 

when the following resolution was carried.
Moved by Dr. Caeeidy, eeconded by Dr. Hutchinson, that Dr. Chamberlsii 

paper on “ The Contagion of Smallpox’’ be taken as read, and printed inti 
Annual Proceedings.

Mr. J. J. Mackenzie, Toronto, read a paper on “ Immunity in il 
Relations to Practical Difficulties in Dealing with the Infection d 
Contagious Diseases.”

Thereafter Dr. Bryce said : I had thought in asking Mr. Mij 
kenzie to prepare this paper that it might lead up to a discussion Dearness : J 
contagious diseases and the limit of their infectiousness. I rect 
had an illustration of this in a case where I wae summoned tp ap

it arrive at poin 
:tor in contagiou 

mght out clear!
I attributing dis< 
»t persona could 
mü7- I think if 

■imption. Jf

X
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ndies in good 
""Ption. I think 
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» contagious diseai 
coping cough. Th 
/from school, but

The case waa one of scarlet fever of a mild type, and when^frician admitting th 
covered by the Local Board the doctor stated about the eleventh *ere still tu Serin 
that the case was practically recovered. The Board summoned ^pld not be kept av 
doctor for defiance of the law, because he refused to have the la*«ician ought to hav 
placarded after the practical recovery of the caae, though etill vitp1 before certificates i 
the period given by the Provincial Board of Health. I was c 
upon by both Board and doctor to decide the question.

There may be instances in a family where one case occun 
where other members may not contract it. I have heard of I 

where children with mild scarlatina are allowed on the atn

before the Magistrate to give expert evidence.

much interested in 
'n he given reg 
» know how I ,hou 
r- Mackenzie : The 
Wincial Board ofoaaea
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•:

specimens of membrane and sputum for examination. We recom 
mend this method, which is as follows : Remove with forceps ster- 
. ,Zed in a flame fragment, of membrane and place at once in a ster- 
ihzed bottle. The bottle and cork must, before using, be sterilized 
by boiling for twenty minutes. The bottle must be closed by cork 
placed into it with sterilized forceps and either sealed with 
or rubber film tied tightly oyer 
serve every purpose.

. lD reply t0 tbe <lUe8tion how lon8 children
should be kept away from school with scarlet fever and when cer
tificates should be given, section 94 of the Public Health Act 
the Medical Health Officer should give the certificate, 
my opinion, as \t should be.

42
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mentionii 
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day ini 
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remove imi 
must lessen 
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This is, in

Dr. Shkard : I wish to endorse. „ y°ur opinion, Mr. President
In Toronto we have a great deal of trouble with the mild cases. The
physicians, wishing to oblige the parents, give certificates before in 
many cases, it is advisable to do so. I know of one 
end of Toronto from which eight

Moved by 
the Annocutu 
forwarded to 1 
ti°n of. tuberci 
submitted to it 
in thecase in the eut 

cases arose. The first case was not 
reported at all, being mild, but causing eight malignant

Dr. Duncan : The public have in mind 
trifling. Some time ago I was called upon to attend a case of 
malignant scarlet fever brought from an adjoining town. A smaller 
brother had had mild scarlatina and nothing was thought of it but 
the disease developed in the second 
think scarlatina should be given especial attention.

Dr. Oovrntrv: One point I would like to mention regarding 
the prevention of scarlet fever. I have for a number of years, when 
isolation could not be depended upon, used eulpho-carbolate of sods, 
five grains for a ctfild, ten grains for an adult, for a few days, dropping 
it for a few days and taking it up again. It is not always succee- 
ful, but in some cases it has been a protective against the disease.
I era in the habit of applying to the skin bi-chloride in two ounce, of 
vaseline, which is smeared over the body once a day, keeping it sp 
for two weeks, occasionally stopping for a day. I think it provenu
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£46 MINUTES OF THE CONVENTION OF

, “°Vedtby M««d"Ugall, seconded by Mr. Mackey^, that the thank, 
he Aieociation be tendered to the mayor and corporation^!, the town of c“tha

tt„ Uee C°UnCil Chamber ‘nd lhe courte*ie|' extended to the Loci '-
KM ÜKH8 0

Aew^athm be giwi^o^he^waTÎk^l ^Healtb^the^Medkwl and^Snrfdoaf A,*

•«nation, and theBoard of Trade for their add re»,, welcome and forZuLte

7,^Baktog U,e mW‘ing 80 "UCCewful-,md al**° *" th..citi
for the many hoepitahtiee extended to the member,
Kondcau.

Willi, ‘ 

■Him Maedo 
Dr. 8. Stewa 
J. J. ( ’aatidy 
sld, Ti^aonbu 

Toronto; Dr. 
Harwich ; Dr 
ville ; Dr. J. ; 
Dr. James 
R. Nichole, B« 
Sheard, Toron t 
entry, Windaoi 
Whitby ; J. £ 
Dr. W. W Haj 
bl-m ; Dr. J. a 
ington ; Dr. C. .

zen,
especially in their trip t»

The Association adjourned about 5.30 p.m.

In the evening a complimentary banquet 
AsKociation by the citizens of Chatham. Samuel Glenn, Esq., chvr- 
man of the Local Board of Health, presided, with Dr. W. R Hall 
in the vice-chair.1 Rev. R. McOoah asked divine blessing. - 
toast list was o,>ened by the proposal of the Queen, responded to 
by Latham & Taylor’s orchestra, which supplied choice selections 
during the evening, leading in the national anthem. 
of the United States was coupled with the 
American Consul, 
were

was tendered to the

The

The PresidedtIname of Col. Bishop, 
The Governor-General and Lieutenant-Governor

proposed and responded to by three enthusiastic cheers. The 
Provincial Board of Health was responded to by Dr. Macdonald of 
Hamilton, Dr. Bryce of Toronto, and Dr. Rae of Oshawa.

The vice-chairman, Dr. Hall, then took charge of the Hat and 
introduced the toast of Our Guests, responded to by Mr. Alan 
Macdougal, O.E., Toronto ; Dr. Allan Cameron, Owen Sound ; Dr. 
J. J. Cassidy, Toronto ; Dr. Sheard, M.H.O., Toronto.

To the toast of Trade and Commerce Mr. H. Maloolmson and 
Mr. G. P. Scholfield responded.

’i he Learned Professions were ably represented by Mr. M. Wil- 
son, Q.C., Rev. R. McCosh, Dr. Holmes and Dr, Bray.

Mr. Dearness and Dr. Bray responded for the Ladies. 4*
The Press was responded to by J. F. Mackay of the Jianner, 

and Dr. R. V. Bray for the Planet.

\ \
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Hampered by the oppoeition of prejudice and ignorance, changea in 
the condition of many were effected slowly and with force, until even- 
tually laws were evolved and officers appointed to carry out the neces
sary requirements.

Such is a 
business it i 
bring home t 
a people not 
another.

At the ou 
any law less 1 
or one that r< 
fering with v 
right of a peo; 
any condition 
but tact and 
That educatioi 
are endeavorin 
the necessity : 
harsh, in the 8]

It is not, t 
direct your att 
great hindrance

There are 
from their 
the individual 
first, whose feai 
but to the who! 
well acquaintec 
stress on the ne 
but of the famil' 

How careful 
•ng of any mem 
how carefully y< 
to some oonvenii 
dangerous contac 

Yet in some 
your ow

Might not a very similar condition have existed in 
vince but for the promulgation of laws for the restrict 

In the year 1882 the manipulation of these lawsjfÉTrefegat&d to the 
Provincial Board of Health composed of men wisely chosen to enforce 
the regulations and necessities of the Public Health Act ; and to that 
bcdy we are to-day indebted for^many improvements in our sanitary 
regulations. Their duties are many and onerous ; we find some of 
those duties to be “taking cognizance of the interests of health and 
life among the people of the province; the study of vital statistics; 
to make sanitary investigation and enquiries respecting causes of 
disease and epidemics ; the causes of mortality and the effects of locali
ties, employments, conditions, habits and other circumstances affecting 
the health of the people ; to make suggestions as to the prevention 
and limit the spread of contagious and infectious diseases ; as well u 
to look after the systems of water supply and sewerage.’

Another and very important duty is the oversight of the variou 
local boards of health in cities, towns and townships. These local 
boards are composed of men appointed by the municipal councils to 
carry out the requirements of the Provincial Board, and I would like 
particularly to call your attention to certain portions of the 
duties to be performed by the two officers of the board with whom

our own pro 
n of disease?

I »

non

I have no doubt you are byt acquainted, viz., the Sanitary Inspector 
and the Medical Health Officer. I am now speaking from expert
ence, and would tell you that if they are prudent and diligent 
they are the best friends your locality can have. On them devoir»

men

the duty of looking after your well being, as well as looking after 
your habits as to cleanliness, the removal of nuisances, the supervision 
of articles sold for food, and to see that measures are taken to check 
and protect you from the encroachment of any communicable disesse, 
and to advise your board of the existence of the same.'

One of
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... turn .solute the sick one Did it over occur to yo'u ho, .mull thi, 
matte, of Motion is! You proceed from the infected hottee ,„d 
m.ngle „th the congreguticn „„ Send., end to public meeting, „„ 
week deys a. well. Your children mi, with other children st S 
school, and it is not

the fact ol 
intended fo 
miles out, ] 
in the same 
ing milk, * 
needless to i 
cautionary 1 
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known bette 
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Speaking 
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the communit 
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building up th 
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by the housing 
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the money ,„h which th. tic, child pluyod to swell the .mount o, 
th. collecon plate, or to obtain th. necessurie» of life, 
tians as well as

As chris-
sanitarians this matter ought to be carefully consid 

ered m all ,ts bearings, ao that perfect isolation may be had of all 
infectious diseases, in which I think the church through its ministers 
might very materially assist; as it ,s only by immediate notification 
that in many cases steps can be taken to prevent injury to others.

In relation to the propagation of disease, cities, towns 
ships have

and town-
an unenviable reputation, and perhaps justly so but 

possibly you are not aware that the innocent country, with it, 
healthy air, clean water and generally wide separation of one family 
from another may be the breeding place of many of the outbreak, 
of diphtheria and scarlet fever for which the cities and towns are 
blamed ; because of the very isolation of the families and the tendency 
ol many to adopt home treatment for the purpose, I am sorry tossy 
of preventing a knowledge of the disease, and wh, ? Because the 
sale of any product of the farm, such as'milk, butter, cheese and 
any article to be sold for the use of man, would be prohibited 
unless the articles and the people who handle them are completely 
isolated, not only from the sick, but from the dwelling.

I imagine I hear 
heinous crime

i

In cities ai
dairies in the 01 
from

some one say, no one could be guilty of such a 
selling those articles already named from an infected 

you there is nothing more simple, nor more fre
quently done; in fact the human family do not like to lose anything 
by which money can be made. On the occasion of one of my vint, 
to a house three miles out in which five of the'f.mily were suffering 
with scarlet fever in its various stages, a young woman brought into 
the same room with the sick a platter containing a mass of butter 
fresh from the churn, to be prepared for market.

every ava 
water and oth 
instances this m 
breed of cattle f 
called country m 
town dairy, obta: 
•nd fed most of 

unnatural to the 
ePon it. Milk

as
house. Let me tell

Enquiry elicited
»,
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decomposition, readily conveys any noxious odor and contagion to 
which it is exposed. The dissemination of the diflerent 
fever, diphtheria, cholera and other malarial 
ascribed to it, and in many

tention, an 
does exist, 
there may

The orig 
until about 
was ascribed 
or generated 
thing in the
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little microbe 
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ca8es bas been directly traceable to the 
milk being handled by persons who were either ill 
from some of those diseases.

J or recovering

But we have yet a still greater question to deal with in so far 

as results are concerned. Milk may appear perfectly healthy and 
respond to all the tests and requirements, and still have lurking in 
its depths a small micro-organism which has caused more deaths and 
sickness in one year than all other diseases and accidents put 
together. The .danger will be better appreciated when it is known 
that this bacillus can be detected not only in the lactiferous product 
of animals in whom tulmrcular lesions exist, but occasionally al 
that product when the animal to all appearance is perfectly healthy; 
and this danger is the greater when it is borne in mind that such 
nnlk is not deprived of its infectivity 
exposure to boiling.

iso in
(

i

ari^r^cuntil considerable

V The question of the infection of tuberculosis being conveyed by 
milk Is of even greater importance than is infection by flesh, for the 
two fold reason that the former is largely consumed by infants, and 
is imbibed in the uncooked state, to find 
plastic tissues of thu child's organism.

Nor is this

a receptive soil in the

question of theory, since it has been 
from time to time by taking young animals of the same age, divided 

in separate enclosures, one half fed with milk from healthy 
animals and the other with milk from tuberculous cows, that 
those animals fed on unhealthy milk were, in the course of a 
few months, seriously affected by the disease, while the other, 
remained unaffected. Much publicity has of late been given to this 
disease of our milk and meat-producing animals, and much controversy 
has arisen, and prohibitory enactments issued by one country against 
another ; but as these may have more of a commercial than a ssnit 
ary value, we shall leave them to quarrel over their bone of con

a mere proven

e*capes<

be pul

the

i V
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is, under the conditions that prevail to day, is not within the 
of my theme to consider now. But I do not 
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, unsanitary habits continue in public and private places. If the vile 
and increasing practice of well nigh indiscriminate spitting goes on 
unchecked in nearly all assembling places, and public conveyances 
i the misguided women who trail their skirts through - he unspeakable 
and infectious filth of our streets, are to be admitted uncleansed 
into houses, churches and theatres; if court rooms, school house, 
and cars are to remain thd filthy lurking place of dbfitagion, whi.h 

eir ill ventilation, and th)ir mostly ignorant and careïîk&jo called
cleanings neceyarily entail ; if in sleeping cars and hotel bedroom, 
the well are to follow consumptives in their occupancy without 
warning or even the poor show of official disinfection ; if in ill venti 

« lated and ill cared for dwellings the well must breathe again and 
again the duet borne seeds of tuberculosis ; if nVpersistent warning 
is to be given to the ignorant of the dangers which lurk in uncleanli 

then our task will be most complex as well as difficult in limiting 
the contagiousness of tuberculosis.”

ceri

ness,

I shall not here enter iijto the scientific 
disease can be discovered, ail'd the different 
attained,

means by v hick the
processes by which it j| 

but refer you to the many works written upon the subject; 
and especially to the ladies would I recommend a little volume 
the “ Inspection of Meat," written by Walley.

As we have found that inoculation was caused by the imbibition 
of milk, so also does the same thing occur by the use of the flesh of 
animals suffering the disease. As the result of many experiment* 
it has been found that although the flesh of tuberculous animal, msj 
apparently be eaten with impunity, yet it is capable of producing the 
most disastrous remits.

on
A

Our present intention, however, is „ 
much to consider the results of inoculation froiq the use of deleteriou 
food, as the best means to prevent its attacks * Slowly, but surely, 
we are learning that what was once thought to be hereditary tnuu- 
mission of the disease is only household poisoning, 
entailed vulnerability in the presence of the germs derived from
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In this connection there is jet another matter to which I would 
like to draw your attention ; to what may be called a false philanthropy 
towards our adopted country, the system of importing the superfluous 
children from the alleys and lanes of British cities. Waifs with tuber, 
culous and scrofulous constitutions, generally the offspring of die 
eased parents, and the possessors of lives which we cannot destroy 
but which are capable of entailing upon our fair Province untold 
misery. Can any of you imagine a farmer so thoroughly Jblind to 
his own interest 
infectious disease ?

These are hard matters to deal with, the health of
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depending, qot on the action,of individuals, but on the united actios 
of the whole community. Our\mpathy must not be allowed to rus 

riot with our brains. Let us unite in a general appeal to the Pv. 
liament of our country for the adoption of such

a

lent convert t< 
diseasemeasures as will

tend to do most gcod in the restriction of disease. We sanitarian 
are but a handful, and hence we appeal to the people for that all- 
powerful help by which alone any of those conditions may k 
remedied and laws enacted.
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But whatever public or private may be decided upa 
as wise for the prevention of tuberculosis and kindred diseases, they 
must be so conceived that education will go hand in hand with 1st; 

wise teaching will show the degree of the dangers and that this
depends largely upon the deportment of the victims themselves.
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sewage or drainage questions, but at this point I cannot refrain from 
calling your attention to the recent experience of Buffalo, as showing 1 garbage to mi 
the danger of allowing a water supply to become infested witl ■our States, bu 
disease germs. The city of Buffalo takes its water from an inlet ■ tigation of the 
tunnel in the center of Niagara river where the current is the swifteet, H report for 1881 
I think at that precise spot it is some eight or nine miles an hour 
During February of the present year, prevailing north winds dror'lthe city were ii 

the water back into Lake Erie, and it became necessary to tab 
water for five days only from the so-called Bird Island Pier Inl«, 
which is nearer the shore, although there is a wide steamboat channel 
inside of it. ^he water returning to its normal level, the use of tin I 

intake wasidiscontinued and temporarily forgotten. A week or twi 
later the attention of physicians was attracted to the unusual number I 
of typhoid fever cases that were daily reported, and this number! 
increased so rapidly that nearly 500 cases occurred in the first montil 
The epidemic continued for several months, about 1,000 cases beigl 
reported in all, mostly of a mild type. It was then discovered tkl 
at the extreme southern end of Buffalo’s water front, and five mikl 
away from the inlet temporarily used, there was a case of typhoid 
fever and that the excreta or articles infested with the germs bdfl 

found their way into the lake. The current in that distance is re* 
slow and the water deep, but the germs lived to reach the.vwrl 
mains and to cause many deaths. A curious feature of the epidesal 

that the number of cases bore a marked relation to the distil* 
from the intake, the greater the distance the fewer the cases.

I need not contend before this body that the diffusion of dim* 
germs in our drinking water is as easily due to the wrongful dispel 

of garbage as to bad drainage.
All efforts to deodorize night-soil and make it into s vaiuilfl 

fertilizer have failed, a failure partially due to the cost and puts* 
to imperfect methods. Even when perfectly buried, as it seldoaifl 
it makes its presence known by offensive odors and eventually perl 
la tes into the nearest stream carrying its load of disease and dsfl 

It, therefore, when not carried off by a sewer system, should m* 
the same sanitary treatment as garbage.
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and which are not in themselves offensive bu/become so by accumu. 
lation and are the possible but not probable source of disease. This 
is refust. /

The cos 
garbage of i 
follows :

Referring first to the disposition of refuse and having in mind
small town, I wish to say 

i adopted to get rid of it

Port*
Two

the limited means at the command of
that the same costly methods need not 
that ôur cities follow. If kept tree 1 
infected clothingj^otiy "lie put in some out of the way place, the 

more remote the better, and the danger to the eye is far greater than 
to the health. But with garbage proper no means 
exists except that of destruction by fire. After an examination of 
the different! methods of burning in use and still bearing in mind the 
necessity of keeping the cost as low as possible, I venture to suggest 
the two following^systems as being thoroughly effective and as cheap 
as any yet discovered :

1st. The Peripatetic Method. This was invented by a Mr. Welh, 
then Superintendent of Streets of the city of Chicago. Althoogh 1 
Chicago had a garbage crematory he found the expense of collectif! 
the garbage in the outlying districts hnd hauling it to the cremate;] 
to be too great and he devised a crematory on wheels which ml 
drawn by two horses through the alleys in the rear of the stores anil 

the two men in charge carried out the garbage previously deposited! 
in barrels or similar receptacles and dumped it into the furnace which I 
speedily devoured it. The apparatus resembled in appearance a pot-1 
able boiler on trucks and carried enough fuel in the shape of coal til 
last during the working hours. No offensive smoke was given oil 
and the only possible objection to the use of such a crematory il il 
town where there are no alleys is its appearance. This, however, il 

no more objectionable than many other things seen on our itmttfl 
aelit is entirely noiseless, does its wtirk quickly and moves on. ÎW
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G6 THE DISPOSAL OF TOWN GARBAGE AND REFUSE.
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Savannah, Georgia, the average number of loads hauled per diem 
was 48, and cost, including destruction, 13 cents per cubic yard. 
Panama, Colombia, with certain advantages in fuel, the nuimber of 
loads hauled per diem was 30, cost per cubic yard 10 cents. In this 

the total cost of collection and burning was 82,263.93.
In conclusion, let me add that with the coming into generfl use 

of some such system will our

case

mortality be greatly lessened as at 
Lowell, Massachusetts, where 42 per font, of the total deaths 

infants and the principal cause of this traced to swill milk ; but the 
pleasureof living will be increased and the fearsof Dr. Malthus perhaps 
come to pass. This achievement is 
the English speaking race, and on you medical gentlemen whose pro
fession is becoming more and more one of prevention as well as cure, 
dejfends the future stability of our health. That you are fully alive 
to this fact and eager for the fray in which you intend to conquer, 
this meeting is sufficient proof.
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CREMATION A METHOD 
DEAD.
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68 CREMATION AS A METHOD FOR DISPOSAL, OF
THE DEAD.

On thq other hand, by cremation of the dead we
quickly and inoffensively what we seek to do by the ordinary mode 
of burial, ihe body is decomposed into its original elements, the 

Eases are unven fl and are immediately free to be re absorbed by 
t life, while the ashes remain in the crucible, ready to be preserved 

n elaborate urn or mingled with their kindred dust

I the crowded 
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I the ground rai 
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I heavy with dit 

I been known to 
I into cellars nee 
I, - Cemeteries 

|\thi§ contaminai 
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never be made a 
in a recent exhu

vx^'ase

pW
in hi

by being
once in the support and preser-scattered on the soil, and so assist at

vation of other forms of life.
It is not my purpose to enter into an7 elaborate description of 

the form and mode of operation of any particular crematory. Their 
details of construction vary, and although there is none to my 
knowledge in Canada, yet they are sufficiently numerokiti the 
neighbouring Republic that any wishing to see one may easily do so 

On the ground of economy cremation is advisable, as the whole 
cost of a crematory need not be as much as that of a very modest 
graveyard for a small town, while the cost of individualVematiow 
ha* been brought as low as seventy-five cents at the 
Crematory in Milan. The cremation of the body of Baron de PW1B 
in 18<6, which was the first public cremation on this continent (o« 

about seven dollars, and was performed in a crematory containing, 
reception room and a columbarium besides the furnace, the total

cost of which was only $1,600. To save expense, there L portable 
furnaces.

On the ground of sentiment, too, it should be adopted, if », 
consider the repulsive appearance of the body during the ’various 

stages of decay aft* ordinary burial, and the horrors of being buried 
alive, which have much weight with some. The cremation process 
is also capable of being associated with religious funeral rites, and 
indeed a cremation pitual has been prepared.

Those who wish to spend money in erecting shrines of affection, 
have also an equal opportunity to do so, as costly and handsome omi 
and columbaria would there replace hideous gravestones and ill-kept 
cemeteries.

Gorin

It is, however, on sanitary grounds that this Association will' 
decide the value of cremation. Take some of the old churchyards is

L
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* 70 V• SEWERAGE and the disposal OF SEWAGE.
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SEWERAGE AND THE DISPOSAL 

By P. D. McKkllar, Esq., Registrar

OP SEWAGE. 

op Kent.

Gentlemen, In attempting to lay before you some facts relat 
mg to sewerage and the disposal of sewage, I do not 
myself in the light of 
experience on that subject, 
takes a deep interest in the

present 
possessing personalan expert or as one

I appear simply a citizen who
satisfactory working out of all 

promote the health and bring increased 
fort and happiness to the community.

1 *ra inclined to Present thi, paper in the hope and expectation 
that the discussion of the sewage question by your learned body will 
prove of material advantage to our town authorities in dealing with 
a question of such vast importance to the welfare of thisJ 
munity. “

prob-lems calculated to
com-

The subject matter of this paper has teen gleaned chiefly froa 
the writings of George E. Waring, Jr., Esq> on sanitary queLo* ' 

H,s utter^ces are so pointed and so well expressed that lpSettt I 
apology for transferring some of them almost bodily to thes|m

In order that the members of the Boards of Health ml enter 
upon a consideration of this question as it affects the town J Chat. I 
ham, it is important that the* should have a fair topographical 
knowledge of the town. I will therefore endeavor to explain it. 

situation and surroundings. The town is situated upon the rice, 
Thames, » sluggish stream which divides it into two almost eq»| 
paru known as North and South Chatham. The south portion a 
again divided by McGregor’s creek, which cuts 06 a triangular or 
V shaped piece, which represenU about one fourth of South Chat 
ham. The banks of the river and creek i 
an elevation of about twelve feet above low 
or bottom lands in the bends of the 
from the river on both sides, but not to such

are well defined and hart 
water mark, with fiats 

The land falls gently 
an extent as to deatny

stream.

g«
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organpKwàate other than such is consumed by fire. They go on \ 
•|«te of us ; we may delay them or conceal them, or change the seat 
of their activity, we may hasten them, or modify them, but we 
cannot prevent them.

I

•*f making 
If the woi 
Half way i 
legal demaiSooner or later, by combustion, by direct putrefaction, or by 

indirect fermentation, they will work their destructive ends, bringing 
all matter that has once lived, again back to the domain of lib, 
I he cycle is unerasing, ami according to our action concerning, or 
according to our neglect, will its influence be good or bad.

Purification if effected by oxidation takes place in the film of 
sewage mating the particles of the filter with a sufficient admission 
of air to auftply oxygon. The essential process is not straining but I 
bacterial growth. Kor example, while the paper filter of a laboratory 
removes practically all of the aus|>ended impurities of sewage, it I 

only eleven per cent, of the ammonias, and only eighty per I 
cent. ot\the bacteria ; the slowly moving films passing over the surf** I 
of stones, as large as the 1*11 on one’s thumb, loose ninety seven per I 

cent, of their ammonias, and nirty nine per cent, of their bacteria
Practical ly it was only after this clear definition, and demonstration I 

of the processes involved, and of the methods of their application, 
that we are in a position to work with real knowledge. Only th« 
could empiricism be made to give place to well established theory 
Could we now set aside the influence of long years of practical work, 
the atmosphere would be greatly cleared. But practical work hai i 

very persistent influence, and the art of purifying sewage will long 
feel the effect of experience with methods which would not havebes I 
devised in the light of what is now known.
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The belief also prevailed that the chief source of oflensivenemcf 
sewage lay in the solid fecal matter that it contained, and this belief 
still finds much popular acceptance.

The fact is that fecal matter is of far less consequence than uriu 
and the waste of the kitchen sink.

The purification of sewage is evidently on the eve of great I 
extension in this country, and its success requires that the importas» I
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great floods of storm water containing more or less street wasii, sand 
and clay sent to the flelds at a time when they are already saturated 
with rain. Where all storm water is excluded from the sewers this 
difficulty does not exist, and the irrigation area may be limited to an 
amount that wifiwhen wet with rain still admit the volume 
sarily resulting frhj: 
what this limit is to
soil, the sewage being entirely free from storm water and provision 
being made for occasional disposal by filtration beds, when the 
dition of the crops indicate the desirability of withholding the sewage 
from the fields, one acre for three hundred
quite safe. W>ith intermittent downward filtration alone, in its 
intensified form, one acre may be made to suffice for one thousand 
persons or more.

The methods of disposal to which recourse is now had are mainly :

1. Broad irrigation. ..

2. Intermittent filtration.

3. Chemical precipitation, sedimentation and straining, while 
resorted to in rare cases, have little to commend them to favor.

I. Broad irrigation consists in the flowing of sewage in thin 
sheets over the surface of the ground in such a way as to bring it 
into contact with the soil, and with vegetation growing upon it, snd 
to allow the soaking of the liquid into the ground to a greater or less 
depth, according to its porosity or absorbent character. In its best 
application the flow is all absorbed before the limit of tl^e aaea is 
reached. The water of the sewage is removed by downward filtra
tion, by evaporation from the surface, and by being taken up by grow 
ing vegetation.

The impurities are oxidized in the absorbed or flowing liquid or 
strained out by particles of the soil, etc., and are thus so exposed to i 

the access of oxygen that purifying bacterial growth eflects their j 
rapid resolution. The rationale of ttife processes of purification with I 
irrigation is practically the same as with filtration. The appücition I 
of the sewage is intermittent, only so much being applied at onoe as
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The withholding of paper pulp and other fibrous matters may be 
effected by a method applied at Wayne, Pennsylvania, where the 
flow of sewage during irrigation is at the rate of about 10,000 gallon, 
per hour. The field is divided into five sections of about two acre, 
each for alternate use. The sewage reaches them over The fact
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1. House drainage is practically odorless when first produced. 
It does not become offensive unless retained till it 
after a day or more.

putrefies—only
THE EC

2. If applied when fresh to the surface of suitable ground its 
water is removed in a condition tit for safe drinking and its
impurities are completely destroyed, both in winter and 
without offence or danget^of any kind.

In short, Ihe bugbear of sewage disposal has been done away with, 
and we are now in a position to adopt simple and unobjectionable 

methods which will produce a very satisfactory result in all but very 
exceptional cases.

1. The evidence of Mr. Waring would seem to prove that the 
double system of sewerage is the best, that is, two sets of pi,* 
for the conveyance of storm water directly to the river, and the 
other for the discharge of the sewage into the filterip^beds.

2. That as to the disposal of sewage by reduction to its natural 
elements, filtering is the only efficient method.
M. The process of filtering is absolutely tree from any noxious or
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sive. „ t

4. The filtered water from sewage is almost pure, and so free from 
•any injurious matter that it may be discharged into any water course 
without danger of pollution. Nature has kindly provided this town 
on both sides of the river with flats or bottom lands suitable for the 
construction of filtering beds. There seems therefore no obstacle in 
the way of our adoption of the filtering process, unless it may be the 
absence of sufficient fall for a process of this kind.
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supply is endangered. However, if the conditions. . , are reversed, the
town being large and the body of water small, some method of pari

it * fication wil1 b6 required, either by application to the soil or chemical 
treatment. In these towns, which either now or at some future date 
will require to purify their sewage, the economy and utility of the I c0D8tructed' 
separate sewerage system will general# be recognized. As the I "IntPrmitte 

implies, this system keeps the sewige proper separate from the “ B<>ard 
rainfall, so that the quantity of sewage is almost constant and is not 
liable to large additions of comparatively clear water. However, the 
separate system is not a limited system, but when carried out in its 
entirety, and provision is made for the independent disposal of the 
rainfall, it accomplishes all that the old combined system can possible 
be expected $o do and in a more satisfactory manner. Most towns hare 
natural water-courses within their limits, into which the surf.ce 
water after rains (technically known as « storm-water”) may bed» I 
charged directly. In a large number of these towns the existing 
street gutters are sufficiënt to discharge IL storm-water, especidh 
when all dilapidated culverts at street intersections are replaced bj 
proper ones made of sewer-pipe. Before the business parts of the 
towns are paved, it may be necessary to put in some short lines of 
storm water sewers laid just deep enough to miss the gas and water 
pipes, and discharging into the nearest water-course. In the great 
majority of our Ontario towns, the want of sewers to carry ofl the 
rainfall is not felt, and but few of them could stand the
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TO MALARIA.
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THE RELATION OF SETTLEMENT, CULTIVATION AND

sssr110 malaru’

By J. H. Duncan, M.D., Chatham.

Gentlemen, It would prove me deeply ungrateful were I not 
to express, in a word, my appreciation of the honor conferred on me 
by your Committee in assigning to me the interesting task of brin,, 
mg to your Attention the subject announced for me by your Presi- 
dent. My object in presenting to you this paper is to give, as briefly 
as possible, an outline sketch of the malarial progress of our Western „ .. . Q 
Peninsula, including the counties of Essex, Kent and Lambton and 1!"“ Stat68’ 
of showing the relations which certainly do exist between such' pr* ■!“* 
gress and the presence and prevalence of disease. ■btetee- M 1 w&

In the year 1793 when Governor Simcoe and Colonel Talbot 
made their well-known winter march down the valley of the Thame. W"C0UntrJr an<i 
when Simcoe resolved to make the upp=r forks-now London- llde of tbe
Canada's metropolis, and the lower forks, or Chatham, our empira', of
chief military post of defence in the west, the vast alluvial plain ■P°n.the °PP<*it 

* «Ending from the northern margtn of the Sydenham valley to the ■Dt'Uned 1 ha 
arkable gravelly ridge extending (within a mile orAwo of the ®”1Dg Up-8a7™l 

margin) along the northern shore of lake Erie, was 3 unbroken 
forest; and such a forest, beech and maple, oak and elm, black vd- ■ ' man,hei 
nut and white wood, had been growing for centuries to their then ■/’ >U “ the 01 
grand proportions, for the building of bridges and railways, and the Wmnbeaoa * 
decoration of the homes of a prosperous Canadian people. The* K “! “d ^ ot 1 
higher forest levels sloped gradually to south and west to great for- 1 mar,hea-' 
estless reed-covered marshes. ■^ntlemen,

While the forest, .till covered th. count,,, ,od th, *.ter W ■* ’"J1'*' E 
riowl, ti*ou,h the «hello» creeks ,„d run».,. f,„B ,he mmi, ““ “*™
w°°*, ™ P~«tio.ll, onl, one dim»-m.lti._k„„„ h KV™,\h“ bo*''*
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embarked and were brought down to Black Rock in 
from which they slowly recovered. The

a weak state, 
report of Captain Douglu 

stated that from the distance they rowed and the great depth of 
marsh to the main land, this marsh contained an area of 7fi0 suture 
miles. Into this marsh thc Sandusky and Maumes rivers discharge I 
their waters. Neither Colonel Ogilvie nor myself had the least idea 
of the fatal effects of the miasmata of these marshes, accustomed to 
live in cold and dry climates. We camped too long on Point Pe]ee| 
Island ; nearly the whole is marsh, surrounded by low shores, mostly I 
sandy, very little above the level of the lake. Off the north side of I 
the lake I surveyed the extent of this marsh, part of it called the I 
Rond Eau.1 It gave 120 square miles, part of which 

shore affords much coarse hay. The whole shore

I but no pai 
I up by leani 
I three in th 
I which Bapi 

I might recov 
I United Stai 
I were we 
I The captain 
I They laid m< 

I acid liquor,
I expended evi 

my feverish i 
cient to allay 
my sorrow I ; 
b*d. He had 
We had long 
floor close to

go

near the main
next to the lab

narrow strip of low land, seldom twenty yards in width, and 
on a level with the lake, which in high water must wash into it I 
But this

was a

season of very low water. The lake had lowered 
about two inches and left about forty yards in breadth dry, which I 
examined. It was closely strawed with various water insecU, i—command 
dead, which caused a horrid stench. The grasses and all vegetable Jogilvi,- I t ‘ 

productions in this rich shoal alluvial appeared as if oiled. I U > on
with me a man who had lived several years in the Detroit river, udI 
so much accustomed to fits of the ague that he thought nothing «I 
them. He warned me of the danger I was in by examining the I 
marshes. My men all caught the ague, so that with a boat’s cm I 

of six hardy men I was often reduced to two 
would fall on the bottom of the boat as if thrown down. In * 
upper end of lake Erie are three fine islands well wooded vi* 
maple, called the East, Middle and West Sisters, 
contains about three hundred square miles of rich soil. To*
West Sister I removed our camp. This fine isle is sixteen miel 
from land, yet I could not help observing the leaves of the tnaj 
tt> be faded and shrivelled (early in September). Here

was a

stiff A few 1 
integrity, a mai
were much wisi 

intending wit] 
Baptiste, my sc

rowers. The m I recovered. As 
Igeone who attem
K artilleryman,

[the fevereach of wbii
were n< 

1 Were not des 
i* was close 

mquired, < Ie h(
* go and see him
5 » mere skeletc 
•A to see everyth

we thos
ourselves safe, but we had brought disease with us. We could 
nothing ; all were ill of the ague and a low fever, except my 
and my servant Baptiste. The third morning I rose very

A
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ought recover, for the cold fit was cer^Z ^ ***** that 1 
United States steamboat for Detroit ^ Fortunate,7 the 
were we got all ready and in ou V^6 “ 8''ght- We»k as we 
m= «plain very h„„.„el)r M ui orn »«■ to meet her.
They laid me on the deck hum; -, ' 1 M “36^ exhausted
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are the sad effects of the immense marshes of the west end of lake 
Erie. They are incurable, being on the same level with the lake.”

Several points in this description show that the writer has net 
striven very hard to keep his statements well within

different 
drains. T 
time. Nt 

every year

consequent
tance in all 
and wide, o

1

sober limits,
yet his scientific training must have been good, and his remarks are 
certainly worthy of credence. The marshes that were at that time 

so poisonous, are to day favorite autumn resorts for the duck shoot, 
ing sportsmen of our land, who generally return from their outing 
with happy, healthy faces and tales of brilliant One wot 

I onr plains, i 
I about on a 1 
I “incurable,” 

I the communi 
I malaria has c 
I pletely even t 
I you need only 

I aee, on the sai 
I surveyed at th 
I loving spendii 

cottages, seekin 
shores which 1 
Why this 
become health 
instead of

sport.
The early days of the nineteenth century 

in this section.
settlement begin

The timber was gradually cleared away and the 
fresh soil turned up to the action of the sunlight and heat. As yet 
no deep drains had been cut, and the level of the ground water w„ 

the surface of the porous soil that malarial poison filled the 
air, specially during late spring and early autumn. Every 
comer shook with

saw

so near

new
ague, while bilious intermittent and remittent

were very common and often fatal.
As the townships opened up soil was turned up in the building 

of roads, valuable timber was being constantly removed, while the 
branches and less valuable parts were left to decay on the ground. A 

constant increase of decomposing vegetable matter was taking place; 
the protection of the trees was passing away, while no improvement 
in drainage had come to ameliorate these conditions. Shaking ague 
and the remittent fever called bilious remittent 
types of malarial disease at that time, and they 
prevalent.

In 1859 the first municipal drainage provisions were enacted is 
Ontario, but the first important impetus to drainage was given bj 
the McKellar Act in 1866. The Ontario Drainage Act followed is 
1869, adding some important provisions. These Acts resulted is
the various municipalities entering into extensive drainage open- 
tions.

won<

the d
were the prevailing M^hey are not dr 

jerriblj Jdock makes the 

(heir homes, 

lw*y from these

were

as a

vanished.

1 offer the f0 
“explicable fact

It is universal] 

* necftf*ary for t 
boat, moisture a

:

The Government Drainage Act ot 1873 was a great advance» 
previous legislation. Government drains were put through it

' %
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Before the forests were cleared from 
sections of these

higher Ian*, while large

zz v-susss nr z
tut 1 r TT' m0i““re mi i- •buud.uce,to tt “7 ' |,r6,”nted 116 *■'“ »' »e ,un from peu.tr.tiug 
to the vegetable matter ao abundant and ntheWi» ready for th!
kind of decay nemaary to the production of malaria. So, vul 
qu.nt,t,e, of demi leave, and fern,, of wood and mo«e, lay 
«»ked and cool in thoee higher marahe, and their .leepy outlet, 

he» water, »ece».rily became Wrong vegetable infmuon., th.i 
oug ,t slowly the lower, treele™ marehe, ; here among the reeds a„j 

coarse grasm., the unimpeded sun', rays poured down the bnt 
necessary to convert there poisoned water, into steaming source, <J 
death. Now the condition, are changed. Our forest,
-No water lies

our
ot' the lu 
malarial : 
later.*

The
a marked

That d 
i matter s 
vitality, d 

I disease is 

vitality is < 
I hence the ii 
I but also to

I have, 
I present you 
I showing the 
I malaria in di 
I years. Cons 

I our present s

a

are gone.
on our higher levels. The vegetable products of 
J lre no lon8er Ieffc to rot in stream and marsh, 

n their way quietly into bam and granary. The waters seeking 
he marshy margins of lake and river are clear and pure, findin 

their way quickly through the drains to their destinations. So those 

once poisonous regions receive pure waters from the high grounds on 
the one side, and pure water from lake and river on the other I The 
Vurces of malarial conditions having become comparatively/pur, 

marshes have also become wholesome and

ourmarvellous soil
but

I iPr‘ Samp 
| myself of

Pneumonia. 1 * 
J him. I have, nu 

attractive. / village of two or
a il H sj°w ever has the‘ An°ther CaU8e of the disappearance of malaria from the went ■ dilute *1 thet eu 

(for it has practically disappeared,) is the change in the sources ol I ^ dl>wTl 

the drinking water. The open surface wells, almost universal fortrfl 
years ago, are now fast giving place to artesian, bored or driven ■ 

wells. In this regard I received kind and valuable responw to ■ Smg’l”K, 
enquiry from medical men in the various centres of the region under ■ St “d îh,e‘e 411 
discussion. This change regarding water supply was noted in almost ■ £»»• The d^‘f, 

J every district, and in several given as an important cause of reduced ■ 'then‘s
amount of disease. . In regions where open wells are still the chief I 
source of water supply, as in Ridgetown, Wallaceburgh, and in eose ■ P

■ yi?nt »» work,
■ the pneumonia ,

ao nun

our
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for tfcese rather remarkable facta I will 

not attempt to discuss, as they will no doubt receive careful consid- 
oration jn Dr. Bryce's paper.

3. The notable decrease that is shown in death from 
during the latter half of the decade here shown is

and villages. The I deaths from tiài
I those occurring < 

the decade just o 
I malaria in 

thing of the past 
these so called ", 

' which will, in

me a matter k ■ tuberculosis, oonfi 
surprise. I have practised in the county of Kent for the pastAir ■ has in itself a deci 
teen years, and during that time I have never seen a case of ifncom- ■ In conclusion 1 
plicated malarial fever terminate fatall/; more than that, my expert- ■ 1. The forests
once here would lead me to doubt that any purely malarial dises# I “gainst the producl 
has, in the county of Kent, during the past ten years terminated I intense poisono 
fatally. 'Within the past month or six weeks some fourteen or more ■ 2. The cultivât
medical men, practising in the main centres of these counties, have ■ creases malaria for 
stated without one dissenter, that malarial diseases are fast disappear I i Deep drainas 
ing from theregions in which they live ; several state that they are » fl water supply, have!

♦ thing of thTpaa\ A few have 8tated that malarial intermittent. ■ 4. Remittent to
pearedybut that remittents still occur during the autumn ■ regions where th 

season. This belief in Ae existence of uncomplicated malarial remit | ply. These 

tent fevers occurring in our counties now is I believe a mistake, and 

is to my mind the origin of those abovementioned misleading records ■ Finally ia M*Wer
It is a fact, admitted by almost all broadly experienced student. | remove 

of malarial poison and its effects, that where! the poison is of mods 
fate intensity and concentration, the form assumed by the diseases 
that of pure intermittent type. While in regions where intense «os- 
centration of the poison obtains, intermittents are apt to assume the 
remittent type, and bilious remittents occur frequently as mentioned 
in Dr. Gray’s paper, read in London before this society.

Now here is a country where umlaria has ceased to strike terror I 
into the people, where .remittent fofc

reasons

typhoid< a com
. most gratifying,

and is no doubt largely due to the above noted change which ha. 
taken place in the water supply,
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matter of history, and when 
intermittents are fast disappearing. Under such conditions* it it 
conceivable that malarial remittents should still occur, and that, with 
severity sufficient to produce death 1 The tables give twenty-thm
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SCHOOL. SANITATION.

By J. Dharness, London, Inspbctor of Schools,

Gentlemen,—It is Appropriate that at a meeting of a country’i 
health officers considerable attention should be given the question, 
that concern the hygenic conditions of the public schools. Through 
these schools every citizen must pass and that at a susceptible time 
of life. “ As the twig is bent the tree’s inclined ” is no less true of 
the physical than of the mental bias received in childhood.

The title of my subject offers a wide and varied choice of topic., 
but timé compels me to choose but a few for notice. To start with 
the child from the home raises at the outset the question whether 
the latter is contributing its due share to the promotion of the health 
of school children. With proper and sufficient food, sleep and recrea- 
tion we should not hear much of injury from over-pressure dr multi
plicity of studies, providing that pupils are not sent to school until 
they are at least seven or eight years of age. I am not one who 
believes in many or long school tasks to be prepared by home stud;. 
Instead of the note at the foot of the usual monthly school report 
requesting the parents to see thaf the child does hie or her assigned 
home lessons in the evening it would be better to say f the teacher 
will guarantee five hours’ active application to study daily in the 
schoolroom if the parent will secure that the child receive three 
nutritious meals, at least ten hours’ sleep and one or two houn' j 
recreation every day. Farmers know that it pays to care for and 
feed well the young stock on their farm ; would that they were | 
equally solicitous to see their children thrive well physically, 
other period in a person’s life-time does he need 
tion to his food, sleep and exercise than during his school days.

There is good reason to believe that Ontario has an educational 
system, taken all round, not surpassed in merit by that of any other 
country in the world ; and what is a higher recommendation, 
not resting upon our distinction, but are still making progress ïtH I 
confess to the belief that we are moving pretty slowly along the line
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Lig/Uing.—R&ve you not again and again heard the remark made 
what a large number of children wear spectacle* now ! I have 

heard the increase accounted for on the ground that it is the custom 
now for parents to take shortsighted children to the optician or 
oculist to have their eyes fitted with glasses-and that formerly this 
was not the practice. There may be something in the opinion quoted 
but the chief reason is doubtless that formerly there was less need to’ 
take children to the oculist than

The report mi 
tion of the eyes oi 
quoted at à meetii 
following results :

Children agec

now.
Investigation both in Europe and America shows that the disease, 

myopia, is increasing alarmingly in all civilized countries, and 
two leading causes are inherited tendency and* the unfavorable con 
ditions of schoolroom life. It is argued that inherited tendency 
counts for jnuch because the examination of children in the higher 
social ranks, and consequently on the average drawn through » 
larger number of schooled generations, shows a larger proportion of I 
nearsighted than the peasant and pauper classes of the same ages 
In American cities white children show to a great advantage u j 
compared with colored children in respect to nearsightedness. I 

In Europe some of the ablest scientists and sanitarium „ I 
\ irchow and Cohn, Conrad and Pfliiger have given attention to ths | 
evil. In the United States eminent
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men like Agrew, Lorinj 
Cheatham, Prout and Lucien Howe have practically studied myope 
in the schools of the cities where they respectively reside. Ward 
McLean in the Popular Science Monthly, (Nov. 77) summarized j 
the study of the available literature on the subject, furnishing reporte 
upon upwards of 40,000 cases, and deduced the following “im-1 
sistible conclusions ; ”
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among children when they first enter school the percentage d 
nearsightedneas is very small indeed.

(2) That very soon after entering school 
show symptoms of the disease.

(3) That the number of children afflicted and the intensity «<■“'*« paper are ruin
the disease gradually but surely increase through the entire «CM ■ The ___ ^ ’
life, from class to class, from year to year, until when colleges mdldeiks nnlees th ♦ ““
universities are reached in many institutions half the students «■ittitude * tesoher 
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\p^::,2,:;æ::rd‘drlion ■* *• ■*
I In spite of the utmost care on the part J the teacher to habituate Great tra
r PUpil“ t0 maintain a correct attitude/the wretched construction R'v ï’ * °Ut 0 
of.some school desks or the seatingof euftiild too large, or worse .til! Hu' ,7? ^ W< 
too small at even a well construe*^ desk will cause the child to °! °*IcutU' a
strain and injure the eyes. DefeJGe seating is chargeable tX»itl ■ Austerhtz and in 
malformation of the spine and othel bones, and with various inhXfcE "T™ °f the Ioru 
to pupils to which 1 ha^e noLtierilo refer.* Jcaptain during a six
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Long home lessons >ored over with perhaps imperfdet lamp, 
light cannot but injure the eyes, possibly in some cases contribute 
to myopia more than all the other causes combined.

To sensitive eyes bad ventilation is doubtless very irritating and 
injurious Dr. Loring writes : “lam therefore of the opinion that 
a air alone, acting as the primal cause, may set in train a series of 

morbid processes which may, and often do, affect not only the 
mg capacity and integrity of the eye, but which 
its destruction.
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respecting the necessity for the ventilation of inhabited building! » 
grass in general education upon this subject seems to be very slow ii 
fact inperceptible. Usually the ill-effects of bad ventilation which» 
cumulative and progressive are so remote in time from their cause that I 
tho popular mind fails to connect them, and hence the ill-ventilatios 
of schoolroom, church or sleeping room, too frequently a contribJ 
ing cause, is not thought of when mourning friends stand round tkl 

1er of one whose life has declined ere the usual years of adolescenceL Qxvtren 
had been counted. “ The Lord gave, and the Lord hath taken avay.l 0.Z dinUV ' *
bleraed be the name of the Lord ” are word, not to be pronoundl N^2„ ” * *
lightly over the grave of a child. I leave it to my hearers to «».■.. * ..............
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SCHOOL SANITATION.
0

» Cl

th,e data 8uPPlied U8 by -cientifio investigations, it is not 
d,fhcult to determine what quantity of fresh air must be drawn into 

occupied by a given number of peréons to maintain the 
degree of vitiation below a given proportion. Approximately the 
depletion of oxygen proceeds as follows':

Each inspiration uses from 
16 to 18 inspirations per minute 
SO persons •< I
50 persons per hour

minutes. The 
cent. i 
child in twenty 
children.

a room par

flat allowani 
This va 

the most imports 
b«ng estimates tl
feet per hour for 
allowance for 
12,500 cubic feet
ab,7 ventilated, w 
12,000 cubic feet

To remove IQ 
•hould take away £

20 to 30 cub. in. of air. lation."
480

24,000 “
1,440,000 «'

20.96 per cent, of the inspiration is oxygen.
4.60 per cent, of the inspiration is oxygen abstracted by 

the lungs.

nal

<Hence fifty persons deprive the aik of from 44,000 tp 66,000 cubic 
inches of oxygen per hour.

But while the air is becoming impoverished of its oxygen, it ii 
with almost equal rapidity being loaded with carbon dioxide the 
rate being 4.3 per cent, as shown before and hence 
from 40,000 to 60,000 cubic inches of the latter

Besides the above changes there is added 
amoqnt of organic matter.

\ hhoub authorities on hygiene place thk limits of allowable in- 
purity of'the air in dwelling rooms at from .07 to. 10 per cent of 
carbon dioxide. The Ontario School Law allows each child a minimus 
cubmal capacity of 250 cubic feet ; .07 per cent, of that space is 302 
cuble inches. The child is respiring from 800 to 1,200 cubic inches 
o carbon dioxide per hour, and the original and incoming air contain 
. per cent, of its bulk of the same gas. The problem ii, hot I 
much ‘-r banging in .04 per cent, of gas will keep 250 cubic fret* doom.

4T7 of. 10 per cent, while the child is adding to the gas »t tie ■ It ou„ht e l 
rate mentioned above. ^ I ^ 8“t to be madi

Following Prof. Heymann’s, formula based on an exhalation of I “PPer sash hw 
cubic inches of carbonic dioxide per hour to keep the air below* ' «tapie in the 

.07 per cent, of impurity, would require 3,035 cubic feet of inflowthe frame abov ° 
per hour ; below .10 per cent, 1,270 cubic feet per hour. ■ «d lowered by a ^

The Ontario School Lawdirects that ventilation should be proridedlb<*e8 »ide should**1*011 

to change the air in the room three times per hour, or once in tvenifl
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108 SCHOOL SANITATION.

upper sash so that the latter can be lowered sufficiently, even on the 
windward side, to make an opening between the sashes, allowing an 
upward draft between them without allowing the wind to blow 
directly in and produce a dangerous draught.

The following simple plan of heating and ventilating a room 
(see diagram), using the old-fashioned box stove as a heater, may 
be applied in either new or old one room buildings. The principle 
consists in heating fresh air in a jacket constructed upon the back 
h^lf .of the stove and drawing off foul air at the floor through flues 
wh.ch obtain their draft in a drum lying upon the horizontal stove-

e ,

pipe.

This apphahce not only warms the room evenly and ventilates 
it, but, if th^dampers and controls are properly employed, less fuel 
will be consumed than before the flues were put in.

The jacket to supply the warm air should be made to embrace 
the back half of the stove leaving an air passage of four or five inches 
on the sides and end, and to fit closely to the floor. Heavy gal van 
ized iron should be used for the jacket (No. 22 at least) and the 
sides should be braced against the stove. The top of the jacket may 
be left open or wire screened, but it is found to give a warmer, 
stronger current if it is continued into a drum around the lowest 
length of the stove-pipe, as shown in the diagram. A slide or door 
may be put in the top or front, but one must be made on the side, 
or better, one on each side, as large as practicable, to be left open at
n'Kht when ihe ,reeh “r supply is ahut off, or when children 

' ii» with wet,
face they can get.

*

v:

D*. w come
cold feet and need access to all the heat-radiating sur-

Puie out-door air is conducted into the jacket by flues usually made i 
by boxing in two of the floor joists to an opening under tile stove. | 
A slide of galvanized iron is used to shut off when desired, or to con 
trol the quantity of fresh air admitted into the jacket. If a pair of 
joists are boxed through from side to side of the schoolhouse an 
interceptor must be placed in the middle of the passage to divert the 
current into the jacket. All woodeh' parta below the stove must be 
lined with tin or zinc. No part of air space in jacket

Î
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DlA.iRAM SHOWING EFFECTIVE MKTHOD FOB HBATING AND VENTILATING
a School Room.
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112 SCHOOL SANITATION.

the case d. a hot-air furnace, and partly radiant from the uncovered 
part of the stove and from the stovepipes, the heating is therefore 
more healthful than that from a hot-air furnace alone. It takes 
ess fuel than the latter because no heat is lost in the basement 
ne of the trustees of Rosemond school told me they had burned but 

little more than half a, much wood in the two winters since the

put in as they had burned in the two pra 
Where fuel is expensive it pays to provide double

A ventilated schoolroom cannot be comfortably heated if open 
spaces under the doors, or cracks in the floor, or loose wainscoting 
tacked over unplastered brick permitfrostydraughtstoenter.nl

t ***** alon8*he floor the mouths of the flues. A room ventilated 
by flues cannot be made too close against the entrance of the frosty 
wind except by the flues entering the hot air chamber.

I have dwelt at length upon the subject of ventilation, believing 
it at present to be the one of most paramount sanitary importance 
to our rural schools Pure air in the schoolroom and sleeping-room 
is essential to the robust health and mental vigor of the rising gen 
eration. Principal Austin pertinently asks, » Of what use so far 
as life is concerned, is culturing highly the mind, if the bodvi, 
too weak to bear the strain and pressure of life’s battles Î Of what 
use garnishing the jewels till their resplendent lustre dazzl-s the 
eye, of all beholder, if both casket and jewel are so toon to b. ■ There is a # ,•
thrown too th.p.H Wbyim.nxion.totorototo.itomito, ■ ">. *

of the ergo .( the veue] i. eo poorly built thnt the eto.m, ml ■„ 1 . ,,letiw
surely wreck her in mid-ocean V' ■ m ™e schools, whetl

I herd Dr. Stole, HJI ee,et the N. E. A. meting i, TereM. ■““' 

n oonple of year, .go thnt in,«ti,.ti„„, reepectiog the effects ■ ““°ur 'f-tem of ed, 
school life on children carried on in different countries show résulta ■°' ^ging, th,
v- Î *PI*!ling‘ 1167 ehow a Percentage he said of varioei ■th,t the 8t°diea requin 

mds of ill health, 33, even 40, not to speak of seeds of ill health „ ■er* oppressif and 
yet indiscernible. He said in effect that the idea is beginning to ■’rith education of 0 
dawn that health is the highest criterion of an educational system, ■ltrenffth. 
and that if a «bool system injures the body it is bad, no matter | This i, th 
how much good it may do the mind.
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114 NOTES ON SCHOOL SANITATION.

work. For these, true knowledge is necessary, and thorough knowledge 
cannot be acquired by any mechanical habit. “It should be a living part 
of the living mind growing and developing as it is properly fed and exer
cised, and it is questionable whether the excessive training and cram
ming for the various grade examinations as at present exist in our Pub
lic dpd High Schools is conducive to the highest development of the 
mind ; while the memory, which at the best is limited, may be 
improved and made more retentive ; it' may be at the cost of 
injury to the other mental faculties. Education should have higher 

aims than simply the memorizing of certain facts ; the mind shoal/ 
not only be taught to observe, reflect, reason, judge and act, bat 
to employ their powers in 
after their solution.

I is said to be

studiousness; but 
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The course of study, however, in schools to-day, I do not 
believe is too rigorous or detrimental to the health and longevity of 

children. It is a principle, and a proper principle, in our public 
school work that it should afford the greatest good to the greatest 
number. The course of study is not arranged for the weak, sickly 
child, who cannot attend school regularly, but for the requirements 
of the vast numbers of robust, healthy children ; and because there 
are an unfortunate few who are not able to avail themselves of the I 
great privileges offered, and this should be used as evidence that the I 

course of study is too severe and incompatible with health, 
work in our schools and in life generally is one of the fashionable 
pretences of the times ; but children, in my experience, are rarely 
injured by over study ; they m»y certainly be injured by being kept 
in schools too long, or in schools overcrowded, with bad ventilation, 
defective heating apparatus, and other imperfect sanitary arrange 
mente, but rarely by over study. Intellectual activity does not 
shorten life ; the man, woman or child who exercises the brain ai 
well as the body is likely to live longer than one who allows either 
to remain dormaht. The brain, of all organs in the body, is perhapa I 
the most easy rested, and if the health of the body be-maintained, I 
the brain will look after itself. Myopia, or shortsightedness, which I
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under the supervision end training of the muter u much u during 
the hours of study. The preeenoe elone of a teacher on the recres-'l Vaughan states i 
tion ground would hare a decidedly salutary effect and most of t{u ■ nation than he 
objections raised against the reoeos would be removed. Better dt ■ ment “ made froi 
Ciphne could be maintained ; most of the cases of corporal punjdi. I children in Swede 
ment required are the result of discussions and conflicts between | In this 
scholars duripg the recess ; it would prevent bullies tyrannising over 
younger and more delicate children, and it would haw* wonderfuUv 
benefioial eflect on the morale of the children. Their amusement* 
games, etc., could be better directed, and proper exercise during this | Mit 
period of recreation would overcome the monotony and tediouinea 
of study, ahd there would be lees complaint of overwork in the school. ■ eeemed to actuate t 
room. Th. ld«l y.fm of Action i., I UU.,o, .l»™,. ■ Wmic
of «tod; and phpiiol onraUe. il.™m.ltwl

Attached to all schools, unless a large, dry, well-ventilated base- ■ competent. It haa 
ment is available, there should be a large outbuilding covered tod ■ uncial Board of Hi 
properly ventilated, such as we have connected with one of oar I building, of vario 
schools in Chatham, where in inclement and stormy weather gymnu Iciai position of the di 
tic and calisthenio exercises, Swedish movements, etc., coaid ujmd insist upon ail th 

indulged in by the scholars under the direction of a teacher, fir I the plans of 
disease is contracted by children improperly and insufficient!/ J «thorized 

clothed being exposed during recess in cold and wet weather thinly 
overwork in their studies.
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he may occupy. With a stove in the centre 
this is impossible. '

or at pne end of a room
children absolu 
hy teachers and 
into and from 
•hould be had 
building iteelf, 
everything that 
ham are

No more defective plan of heating a room than this could be 
devised. Those in the immediate vicinity of the stove are too warm, 
those near the walls are too cold. The Smead system with which 
one or two of our schools are heated is not unsatisfactory so far u 
it relates simply to heating and ventilation, byt so far as it is cort 

. nected with the disposal of excreta, it is most objectionable and 
dangerous. It is unsafe to have fecal matter which

I

* f

■wept t 
twice a year, 
•hould be wash» 
hy the health a 
months. The wi 
white-washed, bu
that they can be 
become 
infected with

may >e loaded
with the germs of typhoid fever or other dread contagious dises* 
in a room vrçith children. Besides, the excreta in the Sjnead system 
is dried, and any germs which it may contain are carried up into 
the air in a condition to be distributed and contaminate the surround
ing neighborhood.

saturated
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The seats of a e 
health of the echo 
body and should b< 
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m»y be assumed * 
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The ideal method of heating and ventilating public buildings ii 
yet to be discovered, but much progress has been made towards per 
feet ion.

Some authorities maintain that the most perfect system of hessting 
is by steam or hot water, with an artificial or mechanical method of 
moving the air ; others claim that the proper solution of the question 
is the connecting of the system of heating and ventilation into one. 
The advantages ofysteam and hot water for heating is that they will 
not give off any bt the gases that arise from the combustioiKof fuel. 
With the hotair furnace on the other hand, it is diflfoult to construct 
one that will not leak carbonic acid. Stiff the hot air furnace ■ I 
much to be preferred to heating by stoves, which simply heati the 
a» that is in the room and provides no way for its removal. Tin», I 
however, will not permit going more fully into the advantages of one I 
system over another.

The school is the centre at which every portion of the community, I 

s and conditions of children and homes are represented. I 
It is the centre more than any other that germs of contagious dam* I 
are likely to be carried to and from it spread and scattered smon* I
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other faaturm of modern child life nnder the control entire!, of 
parent, are the cause of more breakdowns and bad health 
naing generation than overwork at school
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Ontar,o û familia 
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r t

1 and 2 Roomed 
Houses.

3 and 4 Roomed 
Houses.

6 Roomed and 
Upwards.

Zymotic Diseases................... .

Acute Diseases of Lungs (with 
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4.78 2.46 1.14

9.88 6.09 3.28

total mortali! 
« the-relative 
the results in

Cities in Onts

Toronto
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-

V

to the question we are discussing to-night that I shall, as oppor
tunity occurs, endeavour to teach wisdom through the words of the 
oracles of that olden time.

There may be present to-night 
some

who in younger days have 
of the densely populated districts of an European 

city, such as Liverpool or Glasgow, or who have known life in some 
of the fishing villages along the British coast. They will remember 
seeing not only consumptive-looking women and men moving in and out 
of their cold; dark and comfortless dwellings, but here and there also, 
large headed children, knock-kneed and hunch backed, wandering up 

1 * and down the wynd« and closes—wretched and melancholy specimens 
of an hereditary taint, cultivated and developed in these congenial 
haunts of disease. Such are consumptives and their children. 
Since the days when some here knew these old country towns many 
changes have been brought about. Whole rows of old buildings 
have been pulled down ; the pig from the parlor in the seventh 
storey has been unceremoniously removed by way of the window, 
and many model tenements have taken their place. But even in 
Glasgow, with its many improvements, according to its Health 
Officer, Dr. Russell, there was the following mortality in 1888.

some
lived in

Death Rate per 1,000 op Population.
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”"r*^ , ‘“T- whil° •**‘rtwo «g», m„„, hi,

tri C Wh T ' a0Cia1, and aaniUry Endpoint, to thi. dis- 
tnct whose admirers delight to designate it the “ Garden of
Canada, or even of « Eden.” But whatever it may be now it
certainly was at one time made unhappy, like that other Eden by
the presence °f its evil demon. Student, of the ancient myths tell
us that the demon of Paradise took in the mind, of the p^ple the
orn of a serpent, from the windings of the Euphrates, low

banks and smuous course gave it. demon an easy opportunity for
venting hi. rage on the people of the plain of Eden by pouring the
raging waters in the rainy season over the devoted lands of the
peninsula between the rivera >That old land too, must, have had
itsher°,it8 Hom Mr. McKellar, for we are further told that thi
Pishon, that other river of Paradise, is but another name in
Chaldaic for canal, ,t being the great aqueduct connecting the
Euphrates with the Tigris, and on which canal Babylon was situated

We may further turn to our old hero Hercule., who 
told, was so great and good, and we find that of his 
labors, the most difficult 
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thi« disease, except where oases have been imported. Thus in i 
paper by Dr. J. Brena, of Zacatecas, Mexico, it is stated : “ In all my 
practice I have only seen one case of evident death from pulmonary 
phthjjis amongst the best class of people born here.” and the state
ment is further made that in the convalescences from acute disease 
wherein phthisis so often elsewhere makes its appearance, no fear of 
such a sequel ever occurs to physicians in Zacatecas, 
nearly 7,000 feet above the sea.

A relative immunity as before noted, exists in the high land of 
this province, as seen in the statistics of towns and many township 
of the central plateau of the province ai^d of the highlands to the 
north of thfe Great I^akes. \

In the most interesting and practical address of our President 
just presented, we have had set forth in a moit succinct manner both 

the existing menace to the public health and the past fatalities from I 
the disease I have been referring to. We have likewise had set forth 
in the paper of Mrs DearneAune of the anomalies of existence in the I 
life which our modern civilisation forces children to undergo in school. I 
The conditions which I have already referred to, viz., the extern! I 
physical surroundings and the conditions of no drainage or of bad | 
drainage of habitations as tending to develops tuberculosis hsnl 
already been illustrated, so that it is wholly unnecessary for me to I 
dwell at length on facts already set forth. But it may not be unis-1 
portant that the influence of school life in its relation to consumptioil 

. should be referred to.
Many parents and every physician will have remarked iniooefl 

children certain peculiarities of physical and mental development,! 
varying from what some might call the normal type, and formal 

what popularly is called the sanguine temperament To diy Med-fl 
icine ascribes such a temperament, as other temperaments, mere or* 
less accurately to some hereditary cause ; but what we note in mdl 
children especially is a clearness of skin, an overactive arterial dreafl 

lation, a thinness of skin and of mucous membranes, with perhaps 
a thinness of the walls of the blood vessels. Associated with the® 
conditions is what I may term an undue impressibility of dfl 

nervous system which many will have noticed even if they here 
understood its meaning. As babies such children have been in®1
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that such writers have found good arguments for their theory rt 
is peculiarly at the age of the awakening of the child into manhood 
and womanhood that the normal predominance of the nervous system 
asserts itself ; and it is especially at this stage that the second period 
of increase, after babyhood, in tables of mortality from 
is found.

How have we

natural beauty of 
development of th
living then their si 
its then almost uni

consumption more square miles 
common level in thi 
compart'd with the 
billions, and the sea

with our compulsory education prepared our boys 
and girls blossoming into manhood and womanhood to resist indu, 
ences peculiarly active in anaemic, nervous constitutions? The 
picture of school life given is not overdrawn. It could be euibel 8 intellectual elevatioi 
lished with photographic and illustrative descriptions from real life I "" Bnd obecured vi 
which niig'ht furnish a title for the next novel “ The White Slave ” I ^ °f pure,Jr anirm 
In the direction then of our schools wherein is found year by year ■ amip,exit.v ot th 
twenty per cent, of our population, we have to move, if we wish to I conflnent> questi 
lessen a tendency to inoculation with the germs of this disease. This 1** wel1 ljeing but ev 
draft on the nervous system, however, ibes not cease with school B"°8t 8e"0US attenti°n 
age. Our people have begun crowding to the towns and citk ^ to thi“k «
(Kee statistics.) Twenty-five per cent, of the people of Ontario ar«| ^ pa8t bas seen 
in cities of 5,000 and over. With this town-life comes the excite-K* empires and bui 
ment and dissipation incident thereto. Partially healthful, thi, 1!" dominated c°ntim 
aggregation becomes deteriorating when the fierce struggle for lu ^ n° more be. 
existence makes long hours with low wages necetsary for obtain- lvy8ICaI8Pbere, as 8< 
ing the means for gratifying the tastes developed. The Presidentl**W8pirin* than ever 
in his address has given figures showing the mortality Inade common
tuberculosis in New York ; but if /the statistics be compandl*^6 ,ruth. and are 
with those of the census of even ted years ago who can doubtl^ wh,ch ia constani 
as to the meaning of the notable increase. Increased population, inM*," U wisdom Unger, 
overcrowding, its smaller rooms as in Glasgow, its increased m,sWv.lTM,nt trQth, that, 
its increased mfectibility and susceptibility thereto ; such multipli<«k of humanity is 
m a dozen directions illustrate the Nemesis which seated in her f^‘hehu 
tonous car not only follows, but drives the too frequent victimio 
this phase of modern civilization. Such then

e so<
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endeavor to lessen the ravages of this world'» pestilence.

Never before in the world’s history have events, social i 
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wayside mn is ever exposed to the danger, is still as it 
pursued by the demon of destruction. Death has in a hundred 
>een figuratively described, as in the ruby goblet, as riding on* 

v ctor a triumphal car, as in the serpent’s folds, or as in the sweet voio, 
of the sirens floating seawards from the sands of the Campania, 
shore ; and when we think of the labyrinthine walks where thVj 

tiform activities of our social life lead daily 
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ess, owever, to illustrate the folly of such an attitude ; and certti 

none can be either a sanitarian or philanthropist, whose philos* 
«8 based upon such teachings. Social duty and individual safety!* 
alike direct us to the quarter deck of the Victory for 
the single thought, the united effort, the forgotten self, the coma 
weaU-aH summed up in the w^rds, " England expects every mu 
do his duty -not as individuals, but as parts of an organic .1* 

What, then, is this dutyfof every man! The answer U that 
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improvements are therefore the first duties of 
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Such .= important adjunct to human life as pure water could not 
escape the attention cf I oU aided in vi 

adopted for
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our well organized Provincial Board of
Health. It is only a natural 
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86sequence to expect some utterances 
on this all important topic, and it is a delight to 

everybody, as it is an encomium on the action of the Board, that this 
.1 «-growing subject wu, bunded over to the energetio and uccom- 
plubed Secretary, Dr. P. H. Bryce, to deal with, ..only hi. talented 
pen, guided by mature expeiience and deep study, is 
pounding.

Looking over the various reports of the Board, there are constant 
references to yvater supply; warnings without number are uttered 
against the use of polluted sources, and sound words of advice given 

to be adopted further to procure and preserve whole- 
some pure water. The most important of the papers are to be found 
m the reports of the Board for 1890, 1891 and 1892, 
tin issued in 1891.
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The Provincial Board of Health has drawn attention to the value 
of underground water supplies, the sources being entered under two 
classes, deep water supplies such

1
Harrie draws its 

ing in sand
obtainable by borings and 

commonly known as artesian well supplies, and springs, which 
include springs proper and springs and galleries. ‘The geological 
features of the province are treated at considerable length in the 
publication, referred to. It will not be necessary to enter into.

.. , _. or 8° over that portion of the subject : the
writer, object being to confine the discussion to-day to the result,
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ARTESIAN WELL SUPPLIES.

Goderich has been supplied for years with water drawn 
from wells bored to a depth of 240 feet. They are situated on the 
low land, and the pumps, as at Barrie, are a few feet above lake 
level. The water is very hard, which renders it unfit for many 
domestic purposes. It also contains a large proportion of mineral 
salts, which affects its value for dietetic

some
material augt 
obtained from 
Ridges. Prio

well in the cit 
on the premise 
about 1,200 fee 
««It water only 

A deep well 
water carrying i 
about 300 feet, 
below this ; but i 
well was bored I 

On the Don

purposes.
The Provincial Government has, within the past week, obtained 

a supply of water at Rockwood Asylum, Kingston, at a depth of 2,000 
feet, which promises to supply all the needs of this great institution.

From information received from Dr. C. McDonald, Medical 
Health Office^, I learn that there number of borings put 
down round Tilsonburg during the oil excitement in 1867, from 
several of which there are to day flowing wells. The most important 

so far as the town is concerned, is near the business portion of the 
town, and near the junction of Otter and Stony Creeks, and is about 
650 feet. An iron pipe carried this water from the ravine in which 
the well is situated to the top of the hill, for several years, when 
Mr. Tilson bored a well about 200 feet deep at the other end of his 
pond on Otter Creek. This diminished the pressure so much that 
the water would not discharge at Che top of the hill. This well wa> 
plugged, and the former well commenced to flow as it had done 
formerly. There is another well on Otter Creek situated below the 
confluence of Clear Creek, it is. the deepest and strongest in this I 
vicinity, it is about 1,763 feet deep, the water being strongly 
impregnated with common salt, petroleum and sulphur.

A favorite theme with every writer on water supply is a propod I 
to improve the Toronto water supply. The subject was referred to I 
in the bulletin of 1891, and has caused a great deal of comment ] 

and interest ever since.
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well and its surroundings have been full, described in the report of 
the Provincial Board for 1891. It was 23 feet deep, 12 feet 6 inches 
internal diameter, and collected water to a depth of 6 feet The 
demand increasing, the well was enlarged and deepened last 
and is now 20 feet deep, and 18x6 feet in size. The supply j, 
limited ; the gravel bed is not as extensive as is generally imagined,

we know geologically of the formation of the alluvial 
clays and underlying shales of the Don 
not be increased by deep boring.

The phenomenon of the unexpected supply of abundant water fl f"™* ^ 8Uf 
from gravel beds at Newmarket, has tended to create a belief j, fl Î °f the rivei
abundant supplies on this side of the Oak Ridges, with grand pose. fl ” ga,leries 8
bilities for gravit, supply to Toronto, from gravel beds with sprin» fl ***** #t °alt U 
and from the Bond lake area. The write Abas made a close exam fl ropp,y “ amP,7 «« 
ination of the country between Toronto aàcL lake Simcoe for « fl ,itil<>Ut affectia8 
considerable distance on each side of Yonge street, and he confess» fl 'PnDg8 C°ming tl 
his unbelief in the several pretty theories which have been advanced fl 
as to ample supplies hidden under gravel deposits. One comma fl mSn“factarinS Purj 
belief as to the depths of the water of Bond lake was presented to fl. M'neral SPri»9 
him quite lately, which he wishes to dispel. Some vears ago armai fl ‘fferent parta 0
with 900 feet of sounding line and a deep sea lead] he had’sound, fl “r ^ ^
into taken over all the lakes of that district, when the unfathomable fl °f the8e ma7 
d^ths of Bond lake, the deepest of all these lakes, succumbed „ ■<,Uânt,tlee of «liner, 
the depth of 150 feet. ■ the 9ue«tion of deep

The Oity Engineer of Toronto has reported at considerable length fl s. ^ L°ndon 8u,Pl 

on proposed sources of supply, and amongst others on a propowdfl J V’ ^ 8pnng8 1 
source of supply from springs and artesian wells in the township rffl I " the 8Ur,ace8 o
Erin, about which he says: “The springs are 36 mile, frosflf6" known »PH 
Toronto, and are about 1,000 feet above lake Ontario. The vattrfl, fWt °f t6Dacious 
is as exceptionally hard as it is bright. A boring had been xmtfl *** Trenton for« 
some years ego for oil, which was unsuccessful, but at a depth of Sofl1^ ”8’ the Baline- a«c 
or 90 feet the boring tool suddenly dropped about eight feet aildfl f n8Pe from rock. * 
water immediate], rushed to the surface. The bore hole i. not uoi|° * W&ter “ euJPhur. 
accessible, as it has long since been filled in and ploughed over, wd| ' 
nothing is to be seen except a puddle of water in a field to merktW 
spot" Needless to add he reported against it
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artesian

-F rjr^zr-—-of careful investigation.

WELL SUPPLIES.
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THE CONTAGION OF SMALLPOX.
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Thirtj days ela 
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the contagion of smallpox.
llv Charles Chamberlain, M.D., Leamington, M.H.O.

of Mersea.
Township

?£ 7°u

treatment of ™7 °WD exPerience »nd observation in th
~ J T* Under my care’ and during my student days

was exapoVtn8tî08P,ta1, Wher6 1 contracted the disease in 1862. 
and was ^ co“tagion on the last day of March of that
and was not aware at the time that the patient's trouble
Aikins wh^Vrr hSd DOt 8ufficiently developed to enable Dr.
Aikins, who had charge, to form a diagnosis, I left the hospital on
On thVenmg °Vhat day to remain with ™7 father a couple ofweek.

0Z haenrCd i °f ™y T 1 eXPeHenCed a —epain^t

? ‘-«v.ïïrr
father diagnosed as smallpox. Of course .
loid Having been vaccinated on the left arm about twenty years
eS made a rapid recovery- But four other members of 

the famdy were prostrated with it, one of whom had small,,ox the

forty-five^yrars pri^ “^b"’ ^ h&d **** 8Ucceeafully vaccinated 
y years prior, was one of the number, and on her f«e

peculiarity of location of the vesicle.

while L°Z ’ T6’7’ b6ing Dearly a11 on the »ght side,Tith tie f Tnumark WM °n the le,t arm. Being housed up
JZf \ ampl° opportunity for observation.

gni ymg glass which enabled me to observe every stage of H ***« on Pelee Isis a development of the vesicle, pustule and scab. I opened theZi l^oUe anoe of 1“

Zlr t Z: th: PatiCnt Wh° had 8“allpox every^i, hours during l^inating on oil at 
dinal direction11 <,‘"g ,CarefuI * °Pen ever7 chamber in a longits- ■ t7,"g the other arm 
procednn ‘l 7™/“' V av0,d,n* the «vounding of the cutis, which B^eee observations an, 
he f t th« necessity of inflammation, in order to thro» M4* the looati 

free from the tissues underneath. The consequence wsi Bin the blood.
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154 THE CONTAGION OF SMALLPOX.

the smallpox microbe is proven to exist it 
location in the will be found to have its
,. Derve tl88ue- We find that from the outset of th
thTT’ T 7 f °f 11,6 Primâry fever th, b„e of the bn°' Md 

w"« H ^ ŒOre thm »" «h» reel of the „„tem.
We find that we cannot effect inoculation with the blood

fluid Id arZ’ix^e oÎtwJpTj bT^h 0^'!“.^^

L.7;b:2zrf-rtLiz,LtotZh3^roZtngih
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156 IMMUNITY TO INFECTION OF CONTAGIOUS DISEASES.
it is notyou fomflm7UrP°,8e;here- t0di8cu*8 ^is subject, but rather to 
you some idea of the conditions which
immunity or heighten susceptibility.
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bacteriological examination of the i 
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